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WASHINGTON (AP)- With a mail
strike possible at midnight tonight,
negotiators for the Postal Service and
its unions today continued separate
meetings with federal mediators rather
- than talking face-toface.
The mediators have kept the two
sides apart since Monday when direct
negotiations were halted. The
mediators have talked to representatives of each side in separate rooms
of a Washington hotel for the last three
days and carried proposals back and
forth. Wednesday's session lasted4intil
about midnight.
A source close to the negotiations said
privately: "They obviously will be
together later in the day if there is
anything that can be accomplished that
way."
The current three-year contract

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) - State
government provided 71.6 percent the second largest percentage in the
nation - of the financing for Kentucky's public schools during the 197778 school year, according to the Kentucky Education Association.
At the same time, the KEA's "How
Kentucky Ranks" publication shows
the state ranking 49th in the percent of
revenue - 16.3 percent - coming to
public elementary and secondary
schools from local government.
In a news release Wednesday, the
KEA said that during the 1976-77
session,the state ranked 40th in percent
of public school revenue toming from
local government and 10th in percent of
revenue coming from state government.,
The shift stems from the state'a new
power equalization law, the KEA said.
Under
the law, the state began on July
1, 1977 to collect the first 30 cents per
$100 property valuation of school taxes
and distribute it to school districts.
Those taxes formerly were collected
at the local level. The purpose of the
power equalization is to make up a
portion of the difference between the
revenue a school district's tax rate
generates and what the rate would
raise in the state's wealthiest district,
the news release said.
In addition to the new law, the KEA
said increased state appropriations for
schools also were a factor in raising the
percentage of revenue coming from the
state.
In the percentage of revenue coming .
to public schools from the federal
government, Kentucky ranked 10th in
the nation with 12.1 percent. The state.
ranked Ilth in 1976-77 with 12.2 percent,
the KEA said.
The state edged up two places-from
47th to 45th in the estimated amount
of funds spent on each Kentucky pupil
In average daily attendance. The
amount this year was $1,298; in 1976-77
it was $1,156.
But Kentucky still ranks below the
seven bordering states in that category,
according to the KEA publication.
And, the release said, Kentucky
apparently will continue to rank 40th,
as it did in 1976-77, in estimated average
salary of teachers.

Theatre'S 'Throad'_ •
Begirus Tonight

,

Beginning tonight the MurrayCalloway County Community Theatre
will present Jesse Stuart's play "The
Thread That Runs So True." The play
will begin at 8 p.m. in the new citycounty park and will run Thursday,
Friday and Saturday, July 20-22 and
July 27-29.
The play depicts Stuart's stuggles to
keep open a one-room sthoO bi the
eastern Kentucky hills
"We feel that this play will be enjoyed
by everyone. It is fine family entertainment," Gerry Reed, production
manager of the play, said.
Admission is $2.50 for adults and $1.50
for children under 12 and senior
citizens.
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expires at midnight tonight.
The major issue dividing the two
sides Is whether the Postal Service can
fire employees to reduce its workforce.
The unions won a no-layoff clause in
1970 and say it must be included in any
new contract. Postal Service negotiators want to eliminate the 25-word
phrase in an effort to trim the workforce and hold down future increases in
postal rates. '
National union officials refuse
publicly to discuss whether they would
call a strike-illegal under federal law
- if the midnight deadline passes. But
sentiment at several locals Wednesday
indicated members would follow a
national strike call.
"We're prepared to go out," said the
president of one Boston local.
Stephen Albanese of an American

Postal Workers Union local said 100
signs had been printed and permits secured to picket several post offices.
And Tucson, Ariz., Postmaster
Arnold Elias said 90 percent of that
city's 1,000 postal workers would walk
out if a national strike is called.
If walkouts occur, Postal Service
contingency plans call for Postmaster
General William F. Bolger to ask
President Carter to declare an
emergency and order out federal troops
to handle the mail.
Chief Federal Mediator Wayne L.
Horvitz said Wednesday that differences over grievance procedures,
arbitration and union recognition had
been ironed out, but that "both Aides ...
are still far apart on several other
issues."

Planning Body Recommends
Taylor Property Zoning Change

CHANGING DOORS-County workmen are shown putting a special fire
exit door in the Calloway County Court to meet state fire marshal recommendations. The door swings outward. Placing the door is Charlie
McKeen), (left) the CETA construction crew supervisor, Huel"Wimpy"
Jones, county jailer, and Dan Adams,a CETA employee.
Photo By Jennie B. Gordon

Prosecuting
attorneys
today
recommended 30 years for Dennis
Wayne Brown after he pleaded guilty to
kidnapping and sodomy in connection
with the abduction of a Graves County
woman earlier this year.
The Benton man pleaded td two
counts of kidnapping and two counts of
sodomy and prosecution recommended
15 years on each count to run concurrently, circuit court officials said
today.
A May grand jury indicted the 26year-old Route 1, Benton man charging
him with an April 4 abduction of the
Graves County woman and child.
Calloway County Circuit Judge
James Lassister alsc accepted guilty
pleas from three other defendants.
Charles Houston Pleaded to an
amended charge of second degree
wanton endangerment. Prosecution
recommended on year in the county
jail probated to one year on good
behavior, according to officials,
Court officials said Ashford Stevens
pleaded guilty to theft by failure to
make required disposition . Prosecution
recommended one year probated to two
years, plus restitution.
Court officials also said Robert
Brelsford pleaded guilty to theft by
failure to make required disposition.
Prosecution recommended one year for
him.
Sentencing for all four is expected

later pending pre-sentencllig conferences with state parole and
probation officials.

Citing major economic changes in the
area, Murray Planning Commissioners, in split vote, today
recommended a strip of property
behind Dwain Taylor Chevrolet be
zoned from a residential to business
dass.
That vote came de..pite strong objections from an adjacent property
owner, Howard Brandon.
The recommendation now goes to
Murray City Council for their consideration.
A special rifeeting today on the
request came just two days after a
public hearing on the question Tuesday
night.
The property lies to the east of
current Dwain Taylor hbldings on South
12th in Murray that are already zoned
business'. Taylor asked to have the
propert) rezoned from a residential

Brandon said a screen, which is
class (R-2) to a business rating (B-2) _
required,
would make no difference.
because it had been improperly zoned
Mrs. Brandon tearfully pleaded with
earlier.
commission members, "I ask you to
Commission chairman W. A.
please consider our feelings on this
Franklin poipted out that a fence will be
matter." .
required along the edge fo the property
where it fronts residential areas.
Commission member Greg McKeel
Brandon, whose property faces the
cast the only no vote, on the request. -" Taylor properly on the south edge, was
Members Maurice Christopher ( His son
the only residential property owner to
Ron Christopher is a partner in the law
object to the rezoning both in the public
frim handling the request for Taylor
hearing Tuesday and during the special
and Taylor Inc.) Catheryn Jacson and
session today.
Franklin abstained from the vote.
"There's, not an individual on this
Marshall Gordon made the motion to
planning commission who would want
this to happen to you. I can't live with, rezone the tract-which is shaped like a
triangle and runs , north-south. He
583 feet of this (Taylor car lot) exposed
to my property," Brandon said. The
pointed to economic changes in the area
local land developer said in the public
Such as expansion of Uncle Jeffs, Big
hearing he has future plans to develop
.stoperty and pointed out the
Mac's Sporting Good,and expansion of
rezoning would devalue his land.
Holiday Inn.
.•

Compromise Explored In Tax Cut Bill Debate
WASHINGTON AP) - The administration and key congressional
Democrats are warily exploring
compromise possibilities as longdelayed action resumes on a bill to cut
federal taxes by $15 billion!'
On the eve of House Ways and Means
Committee consideration of the
measure,..the administration signaled
on Wednesday it might modify its opposition to any easing of the capital
gains tax on the profits from selling
assets held at least a year.
Carter had made a campaign issue of
taxing capital gains as ordinary income
and had threatened to withhold approva of any tax till with provisions to
relax the tax.
But an 11th-hour round of discussions
with Treasury Secret/0-y W. Michael
Blumenthal left Ifouse tax writers with
the-impression Carter might accept
capital gains changes that would:
-Ease the burden on homeowners
selling properties whose value are
swollen by inflation.
-Encourage investors to buy into

new, risky enterprises.
-Ease the tax path of businessmen
wishing to dispose of one enterprise so
as to invest in another, and perhaps

PVAs,
To Prohibit
Inspection
FRANKFORT,Ky. AP - Property
valuation administrators in four
western Kentucky counties have been
ordered by the state Revenue Department to prohibit inspection of their
records by a private company despite a
state attorney general's opinion to the
contrary.
"I don't agree with that thing at all
and I didn't ask for it," Revenue
Commissioner Maurice Carpenter said
in reference to the attorney general's
opinion addressed to him.
The opinion, released Tuesday, said
the Tracy Land Servicev - which seeks
tax records for oil and gas leasing, may
obtain the information it needs.
Affeded are Gr&ves,Fulton, Carlisle
and Hickman counties, where the
Montana firm currently is concentrating its efforts.
Bill Cates, the Graves County administrator, said Wednesday all four
PVAs were told at a meeting this week
not to give information to the land
service.
Carpenter confirmed he had issued
the order in view of what he called the
confusion about proceedings.
I'he attorney general's office, whose
opinions are advisory and without force
of law, said a statute which bans information from the PVA for corn
mercial use is "too broad to pass constitutional muster (because) it gives
the PVA arbitrary power to determine
who shall see the records of -his office."
It was addressed .to Carpenter, who
commented that "the oil company
asked for this and said I wanted it. I
haven't had a chance to talk with the
attorney generar"
ftesaltIttiefIrrteral Assent'!s ,
) Henri/
sought to ban distribution of in.

even some modification of capital gains
rates.
The White House insisted Carter has
authorized no compromise committing
him to a certain position, but that he
had simply directed Blumenthal to
check where sympathies lay on the tax
issue.
The administration move came so
late that some members of Ways and
Means. which had suspended action for
weeks because of tge capital gains

dispute, said there might not be time to
act on any proposals until the bill
reaches the House floor, after committee action.
The committee had as its starting
point one of the bills Carter specifically
criticized. It would set a maximum 35
percent tax on 'Capital gains, which now
may be taxed in special cases at more
than 49 percent. Sponsors claimed
support of a clear majority of the House
committee.

Local Man Is Injured
In Mowing Aceident
A Murray man was in recovery at
Jewish Hospital, Louisville, early today
with both arms and one leg severed
following a farm accident Wednesday
'afternoon.
A Mitrray 'Police Department
spokesman said today that Jefferson
County authorities indicated the man,
Hatton Lovins, 69, was in the recovery •
room of that hospital.
Lovins was injured about 1 p.m.
Wednesday while mowing with a
tractor and Bush Hog type implement
near Rattling Bridge Road.
A Murray Hospital spokesman said
Lovins had lost one arm, and his other
arm and leg were severely damaged
when brought to the Murray facility.

According to the spokesman, Lovins
was transported to Louisville by a
MAST medical helicopter from Ft.
Campbell later Wednesday after
coming out of surgery at the Murray
hospital.
A spokesman for Calloway, County
Sheriffs' Department, who investigated
the accident, said it appeared the
mowei- Loyins_was using picker up a
length of vb e, and apparently the man
tried to extract the wire -from the
mower while it was still running.
The spokesman said it appeared
Lovins was pulled into the implement.
His tractor was found som-e- '50-yards
away from where the accident occured.

B. J. Hoffman; 87, of Ft. Lauderdale, Fla., who once
directed Murray State University's plumbing, heating..
and electrical operations on the campus has plenty of
tales about the early days of life on the MSU campus.
Columnist M. C. Garrott writes about Hoffman in toda% 's
Garrott's Galley, page 5.
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Political Science Department Institute forsSoCial ccience Teachers chat with Dr. Pete Janke (left) who lectured to the
. .2,3,4
southwesterly less than 10 miles 'Local Scene '.
mercial, I don't know what is."
class recently en Russian policy in Africa. From left beside lanke is Steve Sigler, Roger Hortin, Diana Harmon and
5
•
Opinion Page •
an hour this afyrnoon becoming
He...said he doubts if he would be
Diana Denney. Dr. Janke read modern history at Magdalen College, Oxford, and received his doctorate in 1973 for
8,9,10 '
Sports
light and variable tonight.
complying with the law if he allowed
researching into the growth of constitutional government in Spain and Portugal. He has taught_!it the University of
the PVAs, who are state officers
Navarre and in Madrid, Spain, and has travelled widely in Africa, presenting papers on various aspects of African afalthough elected locally, to give out
fairs at international conferences.
such data.
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Parents If ithout Partners To Meet
Parents. Without Partners and corrections program at
will hold a bemonthly general 'Murray State University will
meeting, Friday. July 21. at be the guest speaker on the
tlie__Ainerican Legion Hall, subject, Is my child .out of
2921 Braodwa), Paducah at clintrol"
8:00 ji.m.
Saturday. July 22, there will
Dr. Arther 'Chip' Paddock, be a TGIS dinner and dancing
associate •professor and party at The Fortress in
director of the criminology Metropolis,Ill., at seven p.m.

4 BIG WEEKS
Z,9:35

Thursday, July20
Lakeside Singers will
perfdrm at Lake Barkley
State Park at 8:30 p.m.
Temple Hill Chapter No 511
Order of the Eastern Star will
meet at 7 30 p.m. at the lodge
hall

Murray Women of the
Moose will meet at eight p.m.
at the lodge hall.
Murray-Calloway
County
Theatre will present "The
Thread That Runs SO True" at
the City-County Park at eight
p.m.
Country Trend Country
Music Band will perform at
Henderson's Four Way Freeze
at Hardin at seven p.m.

LORRAINE
GARY
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SCIIEIDER
MURRAY
HAMILTON
JAIINS__24
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Men's Stag Night will be
held at 6:30 p.m. at the
Murray Country Club with
Buckingham
as
Buddy
chairman serving with Chad
Stewart, Jere Stripling, and
Bob Burke.

Oaks Country club twilight
gelf is scheduled at 530 p.m.
Shopping for Senior Citizens
will be held and pill 753-0929
by nit Caivie. for morning
shopping am..
a.m. for
afternoon shopping.
• Country 'Trend Country
Music Band will play at Piney
Campground in Land Between
the Lakes at eight p.m.

Memorial Baptist Church
Puppeters will present a
program at BlIbtan's Ferry
campground in the Land
Between the Lakes at 8130
p.m.

Second-an:6111 summer Fest
featuring
exhibits, nature
.
21
July
'Friday,
•
-The Thread That Runs SO hikes, square dances, and
True" will be presented by the entertainment for the whole
County family will be held at Rushing
Murray7_Calloway
Creek Campground in the
-County
City
the
Theatre at
. • Land Between the Lakes.
Park at eight p.m.
Saturday,July 22
Twilight Cabaret will.
Lakeside Singers will
perform at old beach area of
perform at Kentucky Dam
Kentucky Dam Village State
State Park at 8:30 p.m.
Park at 8:30 p.m.
Jonathan Creek Sunday
School Day will be held at the
assembly from 8:30 a m to
four p.m.

c
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(
)
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• The song was scandalous. The movie is hilarious,—

Pairings for the Advanced
group of Women's Tennis at
the Murray Country Club for
play on Monday, July 24 at 9
a.m. are as follows:
Court One: Pat Greer,
Carolyn Bradshaw, Charlotte
Gregory, and Agnes Payne.
Court Two: Kathy Burchfield, Lochie Landoll, Jean
Hurt, and Lynn Stout.
Court Three: Penny Cappock, Emrnie Edwards, Jana
Hughes, and Kay Ray.
Substitutes who may be
called are Shirley Boone,
Mary Frank Valentine, Joni
The Alice Waters Circle of .Billington, and Betty Hassell.
the First United Methodist
Church Women met at the
home of Mrs. Lowell King,
Sycamore Street, on Tuesday,
July 11, at 11:30 -a.m. for a
potluck luncheon.
The.chairman, Mrs. Cortez
Byers, presirled.
Euva
Alexander gave the devotion.
A discussion and planning
for the bazaar by the women
of the church to be .held October 24 was held. Mrs. Violet
Speight proposed a chain
prayer group be formed in the
circle and the grout) voted to
form the group.
The circle will not meet in
August and Mrs. Speight will
be the hostess in September.
Four visitors present were,
Mrs. Walter Mischke, Mrs.
Robert Farless. Mrs. Iola
Brooks, Paducah, and Mrs.
Edith, Mitchell,'Cadiz...

Friday, July 21
Activities at Land Between
United
Pleasant
Mt
the Lakes will include Sumits
have
Methodist Church will
mer Fest at Rushing Creek
homecoming with preaching, Campground,
nature
a
at eleven a.m. followed by
recording at eight a.m., snake
basket dinner and business slide
presentation at two p.m.,
meeting.
and moonlight walk at 8:30
p.m., all at Center Station;
Murray Country Club will lantern tour of The Homeplace
have twilight golf at 5:30 p.m. 1850 at eight p.m.
with Dick Orr as chairman.

Other activities in Land
Between the Lakes will include beginning macrame
Twilight Cabaret will workshop at Empire Farm at
perform at old beach area of 12:30 p.m. and discussion and
Kentucky Dam Village State field trip in search of warblers
along woodland walk at
Park at 8:30 p.m.
Center Station at two p.m.
Baptist Young Women of
First Baptist Church will meet
Lakeside Singers will
with Rebecca Cunningham at perform at Kenlake State
seven p.m.
Park at 8:30 p.m.

mi
tRAY

2 Big Weeks"

Our A

Lineups Are Released

Business and Professional
Women's Club is scheduled to
meet today.

ADULT$3.00
CHILD $1.50
NO BARGAIN NITE
NO PASSES

Let's St

Advanced Tennis Group

Murray-Calloway
County
Theatre will present 'The
Thread That Runs So True" at
the Mbrray-Callowai, Park at
eight p.m.

King Hbme Scene
Of-Luncheon Held

announces the opening
of his officefor

Family Practice
Murray Calloway County Hospital
(,,midelnat
'Ito, P

MEDICAL ARTS BUILDING

Williamson Group
Holds Meeting'At
The Cooper Home
The Gladys Williamson
Group of the Sinking Spring
Baptist Church met Thursday,
July 6, at the home of Mary
Janice Cooper.
Laura Paschall presented
the elesson on "A Wife's
'Calling' To The Ministry."
During the business meeting
the group decided to hold their
next meeting with the WMU in
order to see a film they were
showing. Plans to help a needy
family in observance of World
Hunger Day ott.august 2 were
discusscd.
Mrs. Cooper served refreshments to Mrs. Paschall, Joyce
Gibson. Gail Turner, Suzie
Cathey, and Becky Nance.

Phone

PICTEESS
1 a:m. daily except Sundays
_ 7:15 p.m.
$2.50adults— $1.50 Children

WOSouth Lith
Murray
Office Hours by_Appointment

759-4099

Day or Night

Specializing in Heating- and Central Air Installation
Areas most co‘mpaie selectit;n of Mobile Home Parts IN ST(ICK:,
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-Watch rof
OUT
Grand Opening,
WE ALSO STOCK
MOBILE HOME
HEAT PUMPS

Screcral Rotes for Charters

HARPER VALLEY P.T.A. BARBARA EDEN • RONNY COX
NANETTE FABRAY • LOUIS NYE •SUSAN SWIFT PAT PAULSEN

Kenlake Mate Park

354-6205
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Fixtures

Plus Cannonball(PG)

Ii s with pleasure
shut ue , announce
that Sherrie Starks.
bride-eleta of Tea"! Yarbrough. has made
her .4ielectitnis front
r bridal registry.

Fast

Located on Hwy.641 North of Benton, Ky.
Phone 527-3108 or 362-8659

Thru 7-27
TOAD-7:15& 2:30 Sat.,Sun.
H LEAD-7:45,9:25
3-00 Sat.,Sun.

Held Over

WALT DISNEY PRODUCTIONS'

HOT 1-44,110

Late Show Fri. 1. Sat. 11:40
Adult Entertainment
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Let's Stay Well

Our Knqtvkdge Improving
About Cholesterol
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Q. Mr. N. C. writes that
he had been hearing reports of a form of cholesterol that may help arteriosclerosis rather than
make it worse.
We asks, "Am I
correct?"
A. You are correct.
Considerable attention
has been focused in recent
years on the relationship
between the level of blood
cholesterol and .hardening
of the arteries (arteriosclerosis). It has been long
known that some persons
tolerated well higher levels
than appeared safe in
other person.. For example, women before the
menopause have shown
less „ill effects from high
cholesterol blood levels
than men.
Blood lipoproteins are
now recognized to exist as
low and high-density forms
of cholesterol. The former
carries more than twothirds of the cholesterol in
the blood plasma and appears to be a contributiog
factor in hardening
the
arteries, including the coronary arteries of the heart.
In contrast, the high-density form carries- about 20
to 25 percent of the blood
cholesterol without any.ap-
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A Happy Birthday!
,
& Moving Customer Like Youw

pening

vThe
YOUTH
SHOP

P•1,

CT

VISA

For The Young and Very Young

Father, Daughter Reunited
After Sixty-Two.Years

announces

the opening of his office
for Surgery and Diseases

of the Ear, Nose and Throat.
At 803 Poplar Street
Murray, Ky.

,9
24

Lowest
Prices
Yett
Dor-Mae
Fashions

SUMMER SHOES

2 For I Clearance Sale
Still In Progress
At

HANDBAGS

399

ES

All Men's Shoes
All Children's Shoes
All Jox Athletic Shoes
All Ladies Summer Shoes
Yimiereettsosiv.L.' -
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'BALTIMORE (Al)
)-'"Romper Room," the longest-running
preschool television show in the
country, celebrated its 25th anniversary Feb. 1 in Baltimore,
where it began in 1953.
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Olympic Plaza
Murray
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LINGERIE
SILVER YEAR
FOR 'ROMPER ROOM'

16

Phillip B. Klapper, M.D.
Otolaryngology
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week with Mr. and Mrs.
By Mrs. R. D. Key
July 3, 1%7
Gaylon Morris. Visitors in to
Mrs. Jessie Paschall was ,see her were Mr. and Mrs.
dismissed from the Henry Douglas Vandyke, Mr. and
-County Hospital, Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Glynn Orr, Mr. and Mrs.
last Tuesday. and spent the Ralph Gallimore, Mr. and
Mrs. Gaylon Morris, and
Michelle and Mary Grace.
She was moved from there
to CAlynn Orr's home Monday
where she stayed until
Thursday. She is now at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Morris
Mrs. Christine Dick, Mrs.
On a recent Sunday,
Edell Seay, Mrs. Dula
Jenkins. Visitors in to see her
.relatives and friends of
Wilson, Mrs. Effie Dunn,
the past week were Mr. and
Joe P. Wilson, of LynnMr. and Mrs. Mark
Mrs. Charles Paschall, Mrs.
ville, met at his home to
Mrs. Kay D. Wade, Rt. 2,
Wilson, Mrs. Betty
celebrate the
Ruth Hayes, Mrs. Page Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Linda T.
Guthrie, Mr. and Mrs. M.
homecoming of his oldest
Alexander, Mr. and Mrs. Jack Mitcheson, Rt. 3, Cadiz, Mrs.
C. Rose, Mr. and Mrs.
daughter, whom he had
Wyatt and Ginger, Mr. and Vickis J. Jones, Rt. 1, Box 251,
Enoch Wilson, Mr. and
not seen in sixty-two
Mrs. Glynn Orr, Mr. and Mrs. Mayfield, Burie D. Charlton,
Mrs. Frank Canter, Mrs.
years.
Howard Morris, Mrs. Bertie Rt. 3, Marray, Mrs. Beverly C.
Shirley
Davidson,
MrThe daqghter, now Mrs.
Jenkins, Mrs. Cooper Jones, Anderson, 517 Irvan, Murray,
s.Thelma Wilson, Mrs.
Pauline Voyer, of San
and Mr. and Mrs. Clerris Mrs. Betty J. Bratton, Rt. 2,
Marjory Ward, Mr. and
Diego, California, was
Mrs. J. C. Wilson, Ricky
Wilson.
Paris,Tenn.,
taken from Lynnville to
Lamb, Mr. and . Mrs.
Mrs. Fannie Jackson, Mrs.
Arkansas when she was
Orville Lassiter, Mrs.
three years old, and later
Irma Underwood, and Leslie
Mrs. Lena C. Morris, Rt. 1,
Ruby McClain and Mr.
moved with her mother to
Wood visited the R. D. Keys on -- Puryear, Tenn., Willie C.
and Mrs. Noah Canter.
San Diego, where she has
Thursday. On Friday morning
While visiting in the
resided Since. Mrs. Voyer
R. D. Key was admitted to the Elkins, Rt. 2, Hazel, William
area,
Mrs.
Voyer,
with
C. Wilson, Box I67,• Hazel,
has one daughter, Mary.
Henry
County Hospital with
her father, her sister,
Mr. Wilson later
pneumonia and bronchitis. Mrs. Mae N. Goodwin, Rt. 1,
Mrs.--Edell Seay, and her
married Miss Nola
Phone 759-4811
By Appointment
Visitors in to see him at the Dexter, Jake Niccurn, Rt. 5,
cousin, Mrs. Christine
Caldwell, and they had
Box 475, Murray.
Dick,
toured
sights
of
hospital were Mr. and Mrs.
three daughters and two
interest, including
Carl Childers, Mr. and Mrs:sons, Mrs. Edell Seay,
Murray State University,
Taylor Owen, Mrs. Darlene
Mrs. Treva Erving and
Kentucky Lake, the
Mrs. Lorene Lassiter, J.
Olds, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Orr,.
buffalo range, and the
C. Wilson, of Cuba, and
Mrs,Daaglas Vandyke, Bro.
SHOP FRIDAYS
" SHOP FRIDAYS
great westerh iron furBobby Joe Wilson,
and
Mrs. Terry Sills, Mr. and
'TIL 8:30 P.M.
nace
remains.
They
P.M.
8:30
'TIL
Mayfield.
Mrs. Milford Orr, Bro. and
visited
Brandon
Springs
The brothers and sister'
Recreation Center, and
were happy to meet Mrs.
Mrs. Warren Sykesand Mitch,
lunched at Barkley
Voyer for the first time,
Mrs. Mark Paschall, Hubert
Lodge. Their trip also
and enjoyed her twoMarshall, Fannie Jackson--included
a
visit
to
Kenweek's visit.
Bro. James Phelps, Buster
tucky Dam.
At noon on Father's.
Paschall, Mr. and Mrs
The day wiAl ever be
Day, a meal was served
Howard Morris, Mt. and
remembered by Mrs.
on the lawn of the Wilson
Voyer,
as
it
marked
her
Mrs.
Joe Powell, Mr. and Mrs. •
home to:
sixty-fifth birthday.
Tommy Jenkins, Mr. and Mrs.r
Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Jack Wyatt, Bro. and Mrs.
Wilson, Mts. Voyer, Mrs.
Iva Motheral, Mrs.. Bailie
Glynn Orr, and Mr; and Mrs.
Barbecue Business
Oldham, Mrs. Ebbie
Waymon Young.
Each year. Americans spend
Perry, Hass West, Mrs.
Our Entire Summer Collection!
'Douglas Vandyke was
an estimated $145 million on
Treva Irving, Mr-arid
to
Henry
County
admitted
charcoal briquets,$245 million
Mrs. Bobby Joe Wilson,
Hospital Thursday witlisever
on grills, $55 million on lightChris Wilson, Mrs: Jeff
heart attack. Visitors in to see
ers and $18 million on various
Wilson, Dian Wilson, Mrs.
him were Mrs. Vandyke, Bro.
utensils and accessories. All
Maxine Perry, Mrs.
and Mrs. Terry Sills, Mrs.
that cookout equipment is
Sarah Wilson, Mr. and
Mark Paschall, .Mrs. Billy
used
to
prepare
some
$1.8
Mrs. James Seay, Otis
Paschall,
Mrs': Nellie Jobe,
billion
worth
of
food.
with
Canter, Mrs. Janice
daughter, Wanda, Bro. and
Canter, Herman West, 's beef, by far, the, most popular
Mrs. Warren Sykes and Mitch,
item for barbecuing, says the
Mr. and Mrs. William
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wyatt, Bro.
National Live Stock and Meat
Swatzell and children,
_
Board.
and Mrs. Glynn Orr, Mr. and
Mrs. Frances Bowlin,
OUR REGULAR
Mrs. Milford Orr, Mr. and
•
26.00 TO 50.00
MCs. Hubert Marshall. Mr.
Vandyke-is in the cardiac unit
and will be there about five
0 Pants
Blouses
days in the hospital for three
weeks. Visitors can't see him,
but can only talk with Mrs.
Skirts
Tops
699 TO
Vandyke.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wyatt
of beautiful sum-reer dresses at pace vet
Hundreds
and Girler of Nashville,
can't resist Saveron your favorite styles Short sleeve,
cap-sleeve. three quartet sleeve, sleeveless and
Tenn., visited the Glynn Orrs
Dresses
long sleeve Jon.or, sn,ssy and halfsaes fluffy in
over the weekend. Other
now and save at Boght's in Paducah and Murray
visitors were Bro. and Mrs.
Glynn Orr, Rickie and Brian.
Jackets
The Orrs and Wyatts attended
church at Sedalia Baptist
:'llurch on Sunday.
.
iRIGHT'SCHAR_GE
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Hopkins
(Sizes 3-15 & 4-16)
,ind son, Mike, from Chicago,.
Ill., are here visiting Mr. and
Mrs. Rufus Hopkins and Mr.
Mrs.
i3tnd
he w ekene Tadv.I°rM .1wannd °NI;.
Max Dale joined them for
dinner on Sunday with Mr. and
Mrs. Owen.
Our Entire Stock!
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wyatt
Dixieland Shopping Center
and Ginger and Mr. and Mrs.
0
,
0eptqe Glynn Orr visited Mrs. Jessie
stock of surnsne.
Paschall Sunday morning at
styles Buy several
W
pairs antleace more'
the Morris Jenkins' home.
Mr. and Mrs. Frances
Deering from Michigan are
here visiting Mrs. Ovie
Separates and Coordinates'
Wilson, Mr. and Mrs. Claris
ALL SUMMER STYLES'
Wilson, and other relatives
for a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wyatt
and Ginger visited Mrs. R. D.
Key and Bro. and Mts.
VALUES TO 76 00
REG 600 TO 42 00
Warren Sykes on Saturday
afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Carey
OFF
TO
visited Mr. and Mrs. Morris
TO
Jenkins and Mrs. Jessie
Paschall Sunday night.
I:. C. Tarkington visited R
D. Key in the hospital on
OUR ENTIRE STOCK
Fomdus-Nome
Sunday night.

95

•

iTOCK
lOME
IMPS

Mrs. Faye H. Farris, Rt. 4,
Box 555, Murray, Mrs. Sue
Allen, 135 Riveria Ct.,
Murray, Miss Teresa J.
Oakley, Rt. 1, Hardin, Mrs.
Lou A. McCuan, Rt. 1, Box 55,
Farmington, William R.
Hodge, 101 East Huntet,
Oakridge, Tenn., Mrs. Barbara M. Yocum and Baby
Boy, 114 So. 10th, Murray,
Wendell R. Wade, Rt. 2, South
Fulton, Teen., Mrs. Patty J.
Cossey and Baby Girl, Rt. 3,
Murray, Mrs'. Kathleen
Morris, 1626 Olive, Murray,
Mrs. Sandra L. Agee, 205 So.
Blakemore, Paris, Tenn.
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Summer

As We Celebrate Our 1st Anniversary We would
like to sincerely thank all of you for shopping
with us and making this year success and we will
serve you even better this next year.

lOra

North Fork .Yews

EiOSTOti(AP)- "For every lying depression.
100 alcoholic men in the United Dr. Whitten, clinical profesStates, there are 140 women sor of family practice at the
with a drinking problem," fam- University of Louisville School
ily physicians and psychiatrists of Medicine, said that most
attending a medical symposium women dependent on alcohol
are in a mid-life crisis, and feel
here were told.
depressed, lonely and sexually
woman
Characteristics of the
unsatisfied.
alcoholic are the "green tongue
syndrome" produced by breath The symposium oh emotAunai
sweeteners, a sloppy appear- crises in mid-life was sponsored
ance, or complaints of a varie- by the psychiatry department
ty of bodily aches and pains, of Massachusetts General HosDr. Carroll L. Whitten, said. pital, the Massachusetts AcadeThe patient may appear ner- my of Family Physicians, and
vous, perhaps hiding an under- Geigy Pharmaceuticals.

JULY

irthday

The
Youth
Shop

ition

7-5-78
Adults 133
Nursery 7
No Newborn Listed

ede)A‘e

A low-cholesterol diet Their findings may add to
and certain medicines can our knowledge and have
help to reduce the low- Clinical benefits in
he
arteriosdensity lipoproteins management of
common dis1LDL), but have no signifi- clerosis, a
prevalent in
most.
ease
cant effects on the highlife.
later
density variety.
While the - whole story is
not clear, some of the facts
are now known:
-- High-density lipoprotein (HDL) is generally higher in our early
years (such as childhood)
and gradually comes down
at a more rapid rate in
some persons than in others, perhaps controlled by
heredity.
- Moderate amounts . of
alcohol may have a slight
benefit in raising HDL.
- Omission of tobacco
smoking is often followed
in a number of months by
an elevation of HDL.
-- Female hormones
I estrogens) may .help to
maintatti higher HDI. levels in women.
- Regular exercise helps
to bring up the level of
HDI. and reduce the lowdensity lipoprotein LDL).
For example, jogging at
frequent intervals has 'a
favorable effect.

WOMEN'S DRINKING
PROBLEM CITED

NOSPITAL NEWS

'Douglas Vandyke Patient
parent comparable ill ef-77This important subject is
fects on the walls of arty receiving much attention At Hospital; Others-Ill •
les.
by medical researchers.

s8t

.7.;1

E-]

I'vErrcry
Ledger & Times

By F_J L Blasingame, MD.

Mon-Sat 9:30-8i00
Sun. 1:00-5:00

Originated by Bert Claster,
producer of _ local. live.TV
shoaradapar-Rooro-.Enter.r.—
prises continues to be managed •
by his children. John Glister is
president; Sally Claster Gelhard, known as "Miss Sally,"
coordinates the programsi.Candy Claster serves as the character "Do Bee," and Sally's
husband, Kenneth Gelbard, is
executive vice president.

SPORTSWEAR

1/3 2/3

SWIMWEAR

REG 300 TO 28,00

1/3 TO 2/3.
eras and Girdles

REG 6 00 TO 18 50

994 TO

1499

113.1/2.
: FREE
2 tickets to see
Elvis Presley's own
personal limousine
e! PURCHASE OF ANY
NEW FALL DRESS SKIRT
OR BLOUSE'
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Back Door Sale!
•••

The Blackford House Gallery
,on,rerly. Ihe Gothery UndantIed/

‘e'oe.
GO 441..

Sale!
Come!
Now!

tlo July 20-2 1 -22
Save on Such Items As...
$500

Shirts

EA

50°

Socks

$300

Belts
/
12 price

Jewelry (SPECIAL SELECTION)

$100
ea

Posters (SPECIAL GROUP)

IN ADDITION

10

% OFF DURING THIS SALE!

On All

Jeans!

PLUS
Many Other Values In Cloihing and Gifts!

Remem.ber the Bock Door
Sale At The

Blackford
House Gallery
Dixieland Center- 753-8301
10
AMIOnsain1111111113

Jones,
Mae
t.ienda
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. C.W.
Jones of Murray, and Henry
Houston Harned, son of Mrs.
U. H. Harried and the Late
Henry Hewitt Harned of
Frankfort, were married June
10 at the South Frankfort
Presbyterian Church, Frankfort. The Rev. John Hunt
performed the ceremony.
As the guests assembled a
program of organ music was
presented by Roland Herzel.
An arch of candles and two
circular candlebra were
illuminated by acolytes, John
Nagarya and David Norton,
both cousins of the bride from
Nashville,.Tenn. The church
with
was
decorated •
arrangements of _white
daisies, yellow roses, pink
roses, and blue tipped 'carnations. • Mrs. Paula Beale
Farris of Louisville sang You
Light Up My Life" preceding
the ceremony.
Bride's Dress
Escorted down the aisle by
her father the bride was
radiant in her lovely wedding
dress of white re-embroidered
Venice lace. A high neckline of
lace featured an empire
witistline of blue taffeta in a
cummerbund style. Long full
sleeves were cuffed daintily at
the twist. A long flowing skirt
gathering softly at the waist
swept the floor gracefullotwith
a lace and ruffle deep flounce.
The chapel length 'veil was
attached to a band covered
with lace matching the dress.
The bride carried a bouquet
of silk flowers consisting . of
white daisies, white . roses,
yellow roses, and blue tipped
apple blOssurns accented with
a blue ribbon. Her necklace
was an antique locket
_ belonging to the groom's
mother.
Mrs: Farris sang -The
Wedding Song "There is

MURRAY APPLIANCE
YOUR GENERAL ELECTRIC DEALER IN MURRAY
"Appliances Are Our Only Business'
401114.0 COT aria ANN SIMMS.°WPM'S

PHONE 753-1586

212 EAST MAIN ST.

.C;•

9°111 E AND C0
OHOIN ONE HANDSOME UNIT
1011tpluilittir.P4

•

YE-LEVEL CONTROLS
_

FOR ADDED CONVENIENCE'
- Moo.,

.

— GENERAL ELECTRIC
BUILT-IN
COOKTCIP
;
Cr; ,•
pans/rings can be waste
at sink urn you ckshavasher
Grill/griddle add variety to
you oxiong Pleasure twai,
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Two I
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Plug .11surface Lind'
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CUSTOM APPEARANCE
DROP-IN

INSTALLATION

DECORATOR APPEARANCE!
CUSTOM FFATURES!

GENERAL ELECTRIC
27" MARK 27

RANGE
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WITH P'7
SELF CLEANING OVEN
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By Elizabeth Rogers
Dr. and Mrs.Constantine W.
Curris welcomed students and
faculty of the Jesse Stuart
Creative Writing Workshop to
open house Thursday, July
thirteenth, between four and
five p.m. at their home,
Oakhurst.
Joe Jackson entertained

Mir25?rotzt.
cOTTRELL BON Mr. and Mrs. Richard L.
Cottrell, 513 South Sixth
• Street, Murray,, are the
parents of a baby. boy,
Richard Cook, weighing six
pounds 8,2 ounces, measuring
L8'2 inches, born on Tuesday,
June 20, at 5:30 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital.
They have three other
childrenT-Phylis, Stuart, and
Lee Cottrell. The father is
employed in the Land between
the Lakes for the Tennessee
Valley Authority.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs.' W. R. Fancher of Kuttawa and Mr..and Mrs. Ezra
M. Cottrell of Martinsville,
Ind.
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Whether you build one house in a life time or a
hundred--Murray Appliance-GE has a builders
price for you.
If you think service is an important part it
im—Pirtant to
shop Murray Appliance.
90 Days Same As
Cash Up To 24 Months to Pay
Free Delivery
Service The Same Day You Call

with music at the pipno.
Guests were served coffee, a
special kind of raspberry mint
punch' served with fresh
strawberry bread, melonball
kabobs, and custard tarts.
Serving at the tea table were
Martha Guier, Mrs. L. J.
Hortin, and Mrs. Lee Pennington'.
Mrs. Curris introduced the
players who would be performing in a Jesse Stuart play
taken from The Thread That
Runs So True to be performed
at the City-County pa0c on
July 20, 21, 22 and again"27, 28,
and 29.
Jesse Stuart, originator of
the workshop, is author of The
Thread That Runs So True
nublished in 1949.

Opal Reeves Opens
Home For Meeting
Eva Wall Circle
The home of Opal Reeves
was the scene of the meetiffg
of the Eva Wall Missionary.
Group of the Memorial Baptist
(-'hutch held on Tuesday, June
97.
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Margaitt Taylor presided in
the absence of Verna Mae
Stubblefield, chairman. The
meeting operied with litayer
by Laila Boyd, and the call to
prayer was given by 'Mae
Foster.
For mission action the
group voted to make a
monetary donation to the
Jonathan Creek Camp; also a
donation of serving cutlery to
the church kitchen.

Margaret Taylor, program_
chairman, introduced the
program, "Putting Love To
The Test." She was assisted
by Willie Garland, Nettie
McKeel, Geneva Belcher, and
Baron Dominique Jean Thyra Crawford.
Larrey, Napoleon's personal
Refreshments were served.
surgeon, designed the first
ambulance in 1792, and Also present were Lois Sanused it in Napoleon's derson, Lorene Foster,4014
Italian campaign, 1796-7. Hazel Ahart.

11r. and Mrs. Henn. Houston Named
I.ove" and -Can't Help Sandidge, and Miss Carole
Falling in Love • with You" Horner, all of Frankfort; and
preceding the vows. The bride Mrs. William Hourigan of
and groom spoke their vows Bowling Green, cousin of the
and exchanged rings facing bride.
The -three tiered wedding
each other on a kneeling
bench. The solist sang"'The cake decorated with white
Lord's Prayer" following Rev. daisies and- yellow.roses , was
Hunt's Prayer. A long made and given to the couple
stemmed white rose was by Mrs. Norma Campbell of
presented to her mother as she FrankfOrt.
Miss Karen Powell and
approached the altar and one
to his mother as the couple Davida Sandidge, both of
Frarikfort,
left.
passed
out
The bride's mother chose to programs &ski rice bags.
wear a blue empire waist The rehearsal dinner was
gown' of qUtana with.long' hosted by the bride and groom
chiffon sleeves. The groom'. at yorrison's Cafeteria in
;pother chose to wear a light Frankfort. Family and friends
green gown .of antique .satin. assisted and attended the
Each wore a white orchid dinner.
After a wedding trip to
corsage.
Attending the bride as Barbados, West Indies, the
matron of honor was 'Mrs. couple is makipg their home in
Rick Jones of Covington. Frankfort.
sister-in-law of_the bride. She
wore a yelloir quia;*-P4Vempire waist gown with"ail
accordian pleated skirt. A
rufftuforrned-the-nec
-Mtveqind
sleeves. She carried a nosegay
of silk flowers consisting of
white daisies, pink roses,
yellow roses, - blue_ tipped
carnations, and baby's breath
accented with a .ellow ribbon.
Serving as bridesmaids
were Mrs. Jim Thompson of
Belleville-; III, Mrs.' Gene
Nettles of Ashville, N. C.:
Miss Marcia Fielder of
Murray, cousin of the bride;
and Miks Deborah Steiner of
Birmingham. Ala, cousin of
the bride. Serving as junior
bridesmaids were Miss
Yvonne Jones of Murray,
sister of the bride, and Miss
Ellen Harned of Louisville,
cousin of the groom
The bridesmaids wore long
sleeve blue organza gowns
flocked with white daisies.
- Ruffles adorned the neckline
and hemline. The empire
waist was covered by a blue
ribbon. They carried nosegays
similar to the matron of honor
except accented with a blue
ribbon.
The flower girl was Heather
Sandidge of Frankfort. Her
dress ,was similar to- the
bridesmaids of blue organza.
She carried a white lace
covered basket of white
daisio,s_aod_yelloy rose petals,
Hewitt McKee Harned,
brother of the groom, served
as best' man. Groomsmen
were Henry Hewitt Edwards
of Houstbn. Texas, brother of
the groom: Rick Jones of
7.ovington, brother of the
• bride; Philip flamed of
Louisville, cousin of the
,groom; VligiI Harned of'
Louisville, cousin of the
groom; I Rslie Gortney of
Frankfort; and George B. Day
of Frankforl.
The ring bearer was Jon
flourigan of Bowling Green,
cousin of the bride.
The groom and all male
attendants wore light blue
tails with a navy bow tie and
cuMmerbund. The groom
wore . a white silk rose
boutonniere. The others wore
yellow silk rose ,boutonnierel,
_All the silk flowers weremade•
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_Following the 'ceremony a
, reception was held at the
Woman', Club Building in
Frankfort
Mrs. Marie Edwards,sisterin-law of the groom, presidell
over the guest book. Serving
were Mrs. Bin Ayr, Mrs.
Robert A. Powell, Mrs. David
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Kentucky Closeup

'Going,Going,
Gone!'
,LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)- "Going!
Going! Gone!"
These three words often tell a lot
about the economy.
When times are tough, and people
need quick cash, they may pick up the
telephone and contact someone like
Douglas West.. ilia business has been
extremely good lately.
"We handle just about everything,"
said West, an auctioneer for eight
years. "Some days we get a lot of junk.
We still try to make a buck out of it."
West works on commission, has the
right to reject a bid if he thinks it's too
low, but is convinced that he can always
find a buyer in the crowd.
He once sold a set of coffins, marked
-His and Hers,a, and on another occasion closed a deal for a two-headed
calf. It was stuffed and came out of a
commercial haunted house that closed
here.
"The highest price I ever got for a
single item was $8,000 which a
customer paid for a secretary bookcase, an antique that was built in the
Hepplewhite Period between 1770 and
1795."
Before West ever picked up a gavel,
he went to auctioneering schtmol where
they teach you how to chant, what to
expect from your audience and how to
react.
"I never took any psychology courses
but you learn a lot about human nature
as you go along," he said. "This job is a
lot of fun,even with the competition you
run into."
His profession is growing. In 1964, two
years after the General Assembly
decided to license auctioneers, there
were 603 in Kentucky. Today the state
has 1,449, a total that includes 325 apprentices.
They must spend one year in training
and participate in five auctions before
they become eligible to take the state
examination. If the apprentice doesn't
pass the first time, he can pay ;50 and
try again.

Norman Dennison received his
license four years ago.
Like West, he will auction "anything
that comes along but I like to handle
coin collections. The market for them is
matched only by that for real estate,
and it's going great these days."
Dennison said more and more investors are turning to property because
they believe it will continue to rise in
value. He agrees.
He also argues, and can prove, that
there's money to be made In old coins.
"I recently sold a $3 gold piece for
$2,600," he said. "And there's a $4 gold
piece worth $150,000. You won't find
many of them around the house."
Dennison said the general public
began saving coins after the government stopped using silver in them and,
"unfortunately, a lot of people are placing an inflated value on the ones that
aren't very rare."
However, if you run across an 1895
silver dollar-there were 12,500 minted
- Dennison would be interested.
That ,dollar is worth approximately
$10,006'.

10 Years Ago
10 years ago today, Thursday, July 30
Floyd Leslie Taylor and his wife,
Neva Mae Taylor, died from injuries
sustained in an automobile-truck
collision on the the Lynn Grove Road
yesterday about 6:40 p.m.
Another death reported was Dr
Marie Prydatkevytch.
Technical Sgt. Charles R. Holland is
on duty at Nha 'rrang Air Base, Vietnam.
The new building of the First Church
of the Nazarene at Plainview and
Doran Road, Murray, will be dedicated
on July 21, according to the Rev. John
L Bradley, pastor.
William C. Adams, Jr., and George
W. Petty, Jr., students at Murray State
University, are attending Army
Reserve Officers Training Corps
Summer Camp at Indian Gap, Pa.

20 Years Ago

Garrott's Galley

By M.C.Garrott

Now 87,B.J. Hoffman Recalls
His Maintenance Days At MSU

6111A1F1FErI.

The Murray City Council has approved a five year lease on the Beale
property on East Main Street for a
municipal parking lot.
"Vernon Hale has dug out a big hole
in front of his store, National Stores,
Inc. He is bringing the basement clear
up to the front of the store and will put
in a new front," from the column,
"Seen & Heard Around Murray" by
James C. Williams.
The Rev. R. S. Jones has retired as a
missionary to Brazil and is now
residing in Murray.
Births reported include a girl,
Belinda Gail,to Mr. and Mrs. Calvin L
Campbell on June 30.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Ross and son,
Randy, of Houston, Texas, are the
guests of his mother, Mrs. Mary Ross.

Murray girl teaching school in Henry
In 1925, Dr. John W. Carr, Murray were only three buildings -Wrather
County, Tenn., to the south. The
State's first president, coaxed a young and Wilson Halls, as they are known
Calloway County courthouse had just
man working with the Murray water today, and Wells Hall, the girls' new
burned, and the clerk, all his records
and electric system to come to work at dormitory. He was to see seven others
lost in the fire, issued their license from
the budding school out on West Main and a football stadium added before he
a small, improvised office in the yard.
Street. He needed someone who knew left the campus in 1957.
They had five children, of whom only
about plumbing, heating and elecMrs. Hodges survives Mrs. Hoffman
tricity.
died in 1971 at the age of 81, and since
Offered $50 a month, B. J. Hoffman
Today, Mr. Hoffman,87 years of age,
then he has been spending his winters in
took the )ob. For the next 32 years, with lives with his daughter, Mrs. Mary
Florida and the summers in Murray.
Kentucky's favorite son, Senator
exception of a few months spent Virginia (Jennie) Hodges, and her
Alben W. Barkley, was welcomed home
working in the Illinois Central railroad husband, Marvin, In Fort Laurderdale,
yesterday as the Democratic viceshops at Paducah, he directedeall the Fla., but comes back to Murray in the
-- presidential nomirnee was given, a
school's plumbing, heating an elec- summer for serveral weeks. I found
rousing welcome as he arrived at the
"The campus has gotten so big and
trical maintenance an installations.
him escapinuthe 95-degree heat in a
has so many buildings I am completely
Paducah airport at 4:30 p.m. and was
When he came to the office, there big, green, reclining chair in the airlost over there now," he sighed, leaning
taken by automobile to Fourth and
conditioned family room of their
back in the big, green chair and closing
Broadway, Paducah.
Murray
home
at
164f1V1iller.
We
had
a
Hoo land Eines and Robert Nimak
Over 500 families are expected to
his eyes. "I can't even find where our
long talk about his days at Murray
attend the annual Farm Bureau get
old maintenance headquarters were
State.
in the basement of the auditorium.
together and picnic at the Murray City
During the Depression, for example,
Park On July 27, according to Rudy
"But you know," he went on, leaning
he worked for six months with out any over and putting a thin but firm hand on
Hendon, bureau president.
pay. He was living in the home of Prof. my knee, sure would like to see that
A general meeting of the Murray
Jim Glasgow, a mathematics teacher new push-button heating plant. I've
Retail Merchants Association will be
and who told him "not to worry about been reading all about it would like to
held tonight at the Calloway- County
the rent." He coul4pay when he could. see how it works. We went over there
Court House.
It was the late Elmus Beale, he said, the other day to see it, but could never
The Rev. Henry F. Paschall, pastor
who went to Frankfort in a Model T find how to get in the thing. It doesn't
of the Hazel Baptist Church, will be the
Ford and with "a little black satchel" have any doors. Do you reckon you
revival speaker at the Sinking Spring
and brought back $40,000 to help the could arrange it so I could see it?"
Baptist Church starting July 26, acWASHINGTON — A fatal flaw in
and the Clean Air Act to build coal-find
struggling institution meet its payroll
piper in 15 years." That view is fully
cording to the Rev. M. M. Hampton,
That shouldn't be difficult, I thought,
eresident Carter's energy program
plants. Even worse is the way arcane
and keep its door open. "That was an especially for a man Who gave so much
shared by one political influential
pastor.
licensing regulations block nuclear
awfully lot of money in those days," he of his life to the school and who cares so
was revealed last month- In' Denver
Northwesterner: Sen. Henry M.
"Drums Along The Mohawk"
when a federal bureaucrat halted
power, mod recenry. in the Nuclear
chuckled, "and Mr. Beale told me that deeply for it. That just might be
Jackson of Washington, chairman of
starring Claudette Colbert and Henry
construction of two coal-fired power
Regulatory Commission (NRC)
himself."
the Senate Energy Committee.
Fonda is showing „at the Varisty
arranged before he goes back to
plants, badly needed in the Pacific
decision to halt construction of the
Scoop Jackson has never worked
Theatre.
Florida.
—Northwest, because they violated the
Seabrook, N. H., reactor.
harder than this past year in his uphill
By FRANK CORMIER
purest air standards on an Indian
The Colstrip decision is a classic. It
climb for an energy blll containing a
For years,the only "blueprint" of the
Jimmy's White House
Associated Press Writer
reservation.
suggests---the legal-bureaucratic
modest element of conservation. But he
underground steam pipes, water mains
Alan Merson, regional administrator
labyrinth through which American
has always been trou4led about the lack
and plumbing lines on the campus was
for the Environmental Protection
busbiessmen must walk, quite often
of emphasis on new energy sources,
in Mr. Hoffman's head. "We finally got
Agency(EPA),refused to issue a longwithout reaching their goal.
especially coal and nuclear, that he
a young fellow by the name of Wesley
pending construction permit for
The six power companies cooperating
knows must accompany conservation.
Kemper and one other to help me and
Colstrip Plants 3 and 4 in Montana. The
in the venture had argued that because
What the EPA bureaucrat did in
we pit it all on paper," he recalled,
reason; Merson's computer model
two plants were integrated with
Denver only deepens Jackson's gloom. "but I don't know what ever happened
predicted that, thanks to changes in
existing Colstrip Plants 1 and 2, they
to that."
wind, the power plants would on
needed no new federal permit - an
Scores of Murray State's athletes
"numerous" occasions violate the high
argument supported by a federal
worked under his supervision. Amongstandard of airquality established for
district judge. EPA disagreed, apthem were Bull Wells, Auburn an Owen
doesn't want to go."
pealed the ruling, and in the meantime
the nearby Northern Cheyenne Indian
WASHINGTON ( AP) - Presidents
May,
-Ross
Magr,uder,
Wells,
FTugh
Jordan, the most powerful of
ordered the utilities to apply for perand
Reservation.
their
families sometimes do things
The Lord . . is longsuffering to
Floyd Burdette an many others oldUnless overruled by federal court,
mits. Montana state approval,
in public on the spur of the moment, buts. presidential assistants, referred to
us-ward, not willing that any should
timers will remember. Bull Wells, a
Margaret "Midge" Costanza, who long
perish, but that all should come to
this one decision wipes out a $1.4 billion
meanwhile, was granted after lengthy
it's not always easy to tell what's sponHall of Fame football player, he said,
repentance. R Peter 3:9
resisted top-level demands that she
proceedings.
complex intended to triple the power
taneous and what's preplanned.
God sent Jesus Christ to die for all
was a good worker when you could get
vacate her office closest to the
In June 1976, just one month before
output for Montana, Washington and
When President Carter went to West
the sins of Mankind. lie does not
on the job."
president's private quarters when the
Oregon. Energy Department officials
the utilities filed for the federal permit,
Berlin
last
weekend,
a
woman
apwant to see anyone perish from
he
said,
"I
once,"
had
him
to
fire
senior
staff was expanded a few months
in Washington agree with utility
the Northern Cheyenne Indian
proached the outdoor platform where_
eternal lilt',
"because he went to Memphis to a
executives that this poses a severe
Reservation's tribal council asked for a
he was-stineig and Waiting- iihil-e-hii - ago in an effort to dispel criticisrn.
football game without telling me or
power crisis for the Pacific Northwest
Class I air purity designation - cleaner
remarks were translated into German
mar
getting someone to take his place firing
During Carter's visit to the West
by the mid-1900s.
than city dwellers ever dream about.
for his audience.
WRITE TO POLITICIANS
the boilers. Magruder. one of Murray's
German capital of Bonn, Secretary of
But Secretary of Energy James
EPA set aside the power plant apThe president stepped from beside
As a service to our readers, The
best-remembered basketball players,
State Cyrus R. Vance scheduled a
plication unit it could study the Indians'
Schlesinger is powerless, to prevent
his bullet-resistant rostrum and
Murray
Ledger
& ] Times
also gve him headaches. "I had to
meeting with reporters that was to
proposal. It was approved last August,
this. He is hamstrung by a combination
reached down and smilingly accepted
periodically publishes the addresses
practically whip him every day with a
coincide closely with an on-thencloOtt
upgrading the Vrevious Class II
of overly restrictive environmental
flowers.
of the state and federal elected
shovel to keep him working," he
briefing by Robert Strauss, Carter's
designation that would have no problem
laws passed by Congress and overly
Was this spontaneous or preplanned?
representatives serving our area.
laughed.
chief trade negotiator.
enthusiastic environmental
for the power plants.
If it wasn't planned in advance, it was
FEDERAL LEVEL
As the hour for the Vance session
bureaucrats appointed by the
EPA hearings centered around rival
a breach of normal security
Any senator or representative
approached, one reporter after another
president. Nor has Mr. Carter exerted
computer studies about how many air
procedures. Presidents aren't supposed
may be reached through the
Mr. Roffman, who said Dr. Carr
got up and walked out the only exit himself to control the regulatory
purity violations could occur. At one
to accept bouquets from strangers,
congressional switchboard. 202-224-was like a second father to me,"
right beside Strauss' platform.
process.
point, a permit acceptance was ofunless arrangement* are made in ad3121.
recalled many plumbing and heating
After at least half a dozen had
Yet it is making a mockery of his
ficially stamped but not signed by
vance -- particularly in terroristHere are the mailing addresses:
crises on the campus during his time,
paraded past him toward the exit,
administrator Merson. His final
avowed program of using coal and
conscious West Berlin.
Sen. Walter D. Huddleston
but one that quickly came to his mind
Strauss interupted himself to comment
decision June 12 refused permission.
nuclear reactors as substitutes for
3327 Dirksen Building Washington.
occurred during World War II when .
dryly, "I'm going to empty this joint
Merson dismissed computer studies
imported oil. Utility executives plead
The relative rarity Of spontaneity in
D. C. 20510
-naval cadets were stationed and
pretty soon."
by Montana Power Co. showing there
they simply cannot get past the EPA
such situations was emphasized in
Sen. Wendell H. Ford
trained at the school. Coach Roy
After all that, ]Vance cancelled the
would be no more than four clean air
Wiesbaden, West Germany when an
4107 Dirksen Building
r-17'
Stewart, he said, will remember the
meeting with the reporters.
in
five
citing
violations
years,
rival
Army
major
approached
the
president
Times
Ledger
&
Murray
Washington, D. C. 20510
incident.
studies predicting "numerous"
as he was about to leave aod expressed
Murray Field Office,753-1852
The cadets, he recalled, were
violations.
While
"mindful
of
(the)
a
desire-to give Carter a plastic white
Apperson
Welter
E.
Publisher
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, Jr.
R Gene McCutcheon
required to jump into the Carr Health
importance and widespread support for
Editor
eagle - symbol of the military unit reWRITE A LETTER
published
The Murray Ledger & limes is
204 Cannon House Office Bldg.
pool fully clothed in
swimming
Building
where
his
plants,"
Merson
showed
Letters
the
viewed
by
to the editor are welcomed
the
visitor.
awl:ti4,
Sundays,
July
except
every afternoon
Washington, D. C. 20515
cotton sweat suits as part of their
mes Day, New Year's Day and Thanksgiving by
A White House advance agent inpriorities lie: "The inescapable fact is
and encouraged. All letters must be
Si
Murray Newspaper*, Inc 103 N
STATE LEVEL
training. "I told Roy Stewart that would
signed by the writer and the writer's
those units would violate air quality on
tercepted the major and announced:
Murray, Ky 42071 Second Class Postage Paid at
State legislators may be reached
cause a problem, but they went ahead
Murray, Ky 42071
The President can't accept that. It
the ( Indian) reservation."
address and phone number must be
'SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served by
in Frankfort when the Genera]
he said, "and it
with
anyway,"
it
included
political,"
one
for verification. The phone
"It
is
100
percent
wasn't
part
of
the
advance
plan.",
in
payable
month,
caniers, $2.50 per
Assembly is in session by dialing 1
stopped up just about everything on the
executive told us. "There is a
So Carter accepted it Erny way, number will not be p_ubTiShed.
By mail kra Calloway County and to Benton, Herutility
w
filchs
dic-Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmihatiad, Ky ,and .conspiracy against the _power Qom564-2500 or by writing.taJiietteare
campus." -------pi-oves even prntidenti don't alWaii
Letteri Should be7taiiritten alid •
par
=
t,tygoti.,•=
s
iwitersariessearean
of the State Capitol Buildirw.
adhere to the..scentrios prepared fore'
-double-spaced „ouhenever posnftfte
paniaaing the
e notion to its knees."
year. ay.asall to
year.
Frankfort, Ky. 40601. Rom(
them.
and should be on topics of genetal
By worrying about"how the wind blows
Member of Associated Press, Kentucky Prep
addresses
of state legislator,
A.ssocistion and Southern Newspaper Pilbliahers
Although he only completed ''the first
interest.
three or four times a year, the NorAssociation.
serving Calloway County are: ,
reader" in school, Mr. Hoffman, a
Editors rtserve the right_ :to
Presidential assistant Hamilton
thwest will be crippled bythe midThe Associated Press is exclusively entitled to
Sen.
Murray
Richard
The
Weisenberger
by
originated
news
local
native of Mansfield, Tenn., an one of 10
republish
condense or reject any letter and
Jordan
19110s."
was
questioned
in
West
GerLedger It Times as well as all other AP news
Route 7
farm children, completed "the L. L.
limit frequent writers.
many about prospects for an exchange
Without subscribing to any -rollTELEPHONE NUMBERS
Mayfield, Ky. 42066
75.14191;
BuinneorOfflee
Cook Correspondence Course out of
of Americanheld prisoners for Soviet
Address correspondence to
spiracy
theory,
a
high
Energy
723-12111
Classified Advertising
Rep. Kenneth C. Imes
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Chicago," making all A's and B's in
dissident Xnatoly Shcharansky.
Department official said this of the
723-1912
Retail (Display I Advertising
201 S. 3rd Street
733.19111
Circulation
EPA ruling: "The people of the NorJordan acknowledged, at least in jest,
Times, Box 32, Murray, Ky 42071.
theoretical and applied electricity.
7$1-111111
News and Sports MP(
Murray, Ky. 42071
In 191% he married - Lillian Ivie, a
that this was correct but added,"Midge
1/4
thwest are piing to have to pay the
/
1
4
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Carter's Energy
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On The Carter Trip
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DHR Has Contingency Plans
In Case Postal Strike Occurs
•

FRANKFORT, . AP -tve state Department for
Resources
Suntan
is
freparing contingenc) plans
41 the e%ent of a C.S: Postal •

Service strike to insure the
deliver) of welfare benefit
checks and other needed
forms to more than 500,000
Kentuckians.
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"Last Three Days
Thurs., Fri., Sat.
July 20-21-22
Photo Hours Daily 10-1 2-5 6-8 •

SETTLE —WORKMAN
1 FINAL MAME—SALE .
All

LADIES

Ladies
Jr.
Skirts
Slacks

Purses, Jumpsuits
Jr. Dresses, Scarves
Dress and Casual
Sandals

trace
All
Ladies & Gild.***

Saved A Bundle At
Owens On These
Super Bonus I

Save'1"

with $12.50 additional
purchase excluding
diary II tobacco.-

with $12.50 additional
purchase excluding
dairy tobacco

Owen's
Best

Ore Ida

SLAB SLICED

GOLDEN FRIES

BACON

lb 99c

Thank You

ONION DIP
DRESSING
Cookie Crisp
CEREAL

Armour

Test Tender

ot

Girls
Sondols

/
1 2 price

/
1
4
.- rive

ToiiikkuirJUICE

Armour
Test Tender

46 Or

All Sportwoor
•414t. to 14 Tows

20%

CORN

Stem 8 Pcs

- î6 Or

4 Oz

RHEAeynoVs
Y

DUTY FOIL

18 fn

Show
BI at BEANS

80;

14 Or

Twin Pet

Lean

Case

05 CHIPS

. Twin Pock

460z.

Pants/
1
2

Dresses

Reg 4u100 Bath Size

129
49 Oz

Kerr
.
0j
r iis
B

279

Kerr Reg Jar

Doz

LIDS

3 Do; S1

CAPS

Do;69

Men's
Suits
Sport Coats
/
1
2of.

MEAT MIKES THE MEAL THERE'S NO FINER MEAT THAN OWENS BEST
Armour Test Tender

- Lb 198

RUMP ROAST
Armour Tns

98

TTPr
IPSRLON STEAK
CHICKEN FRY STEAK

Lb

Armour Test Tender

_

* All Sales Final, No Exchanges,
Refunds or alterations during this sale*

M
E
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RK
MA
N
...„,
,,,,
I
O.
gr

1/69'

Tide
TERGENT
PINT JARS

1"

z

411.
On

20% to SO% oF,

All
Girls
Summer

Green Grant

Libby Cream S./le or Whole Kernoi

BATH SOAP

Jeans

180z

7 Oz

New Gentle Touch With Baby Oil

Misses A Jrs
Pre-Washed

Oz

P
riA
erP
tir
6T
Smooth or Crunchy

Green Giant Three

Vslues to 817.99

One Group
Ladies
Jr
Sportswear

32 Or

SIRLOIN
II 79'
49 \ TIP ROAST
BUTTER
1"
59'\ $1 98
59'
MUSHROOMS
ROUND
3/89'
49'
STEAK
79'
$1 59
9T
4/89'
PORK
7 6/41
CUTLETS
79'
$169
49c

APPLE JELLY
BEAN SALAD

751-2447

'
89'

80z.59

Hyde Pork

FRUIT DRINK

Children's

Golden

2/49c

Hi-C

$200

"

A

Jumbo Decorated

Po
abii
n e
j

Shoes

114

kis 1108-nor
Fri aad Sat. 6-11

TOWELS

Canvas Shoes
One Table Ladies

*. hung as tioi ht,.a ammo
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Rushing
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site of th
Rushing C
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This s
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registered
TVA's 171
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Rushing
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Tennessee

BONUS BOTH
ITEMS WITH $25 00 pur.
U.S. No. 1 New
Scott's

•
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•
•
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•
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Resources
Human
Secretary Peter Conn said the
department will consider the
following as priority mail in
case of a work stoppage by
postal workers:
State supplementation
benefits to the aged, blind and
disabled; benefit checks to
clients receiving Aid to
Families . with Dependent
Children; identifica‘ion cards
for Medicaid and food stamps;
unemployment insurance
benefit checks; expense
checks to foster parents and
payroll checks to employees •
working under the federal
CETA program.
Checks and identification
cards are mailed for receipt
on the first of the month.
If limited mail service
continues during a postal work
stoppage, the department will
give delivery of these checks
and identification cards top
priority," Connsaid.
"If all mail delivery is
halted, the department will
establish secure locations in
each county to'distrtibute
checks and identification
-cards," he. said. ''The
locations will be announced in
each county so clients will be
able to pick up their checks or
identification cards at a
secure distribution point."
Conn said workers in each
local office would deliver
cards or checks to diasabled
or homebound clients who
cannot get to distribution
centers. '
"Postal authorities have
assured us thst,even if postal
service is interupted,- food
stamp clients 'Farr-continue to
buy food stamps at their local
post offices," he added.
Anyone with any questions
can call the department's
ombudsman, Vertner Taylor,
toll free by calling 1-800-3722973. Additional staff and
telephone lines will be added if
needed to handle inquires, he
said.
The department's secondary.priority is getting checks
to vendors of services such as
doctors, pharmacists and
other health professionals.
However,
Conn
said
arrangements will be made to
enable them to pick up their
checks in person if they wish. ,
MUSIC WINNER
CINCINNATI (AP) — The
Philharmonia Orchestra of the
University of Cincinnati College-Conservatory of Music has
won the 1978 award for Performance of Contemporary Music from the American Sticiety
of Composers, Authors and
Publishers.
Gerhard Samuel is musie director-conductor of the 804Lamber orchestra.
The award consists of $200
and a plaque.

Seco
Rushi
Fest

198
Lb

PRODUCE DEPT.
Fresh Crisp

LETTUCE

Flood

Golden Ripe

BANANAS

Lb

39
19c

Home Grown

TOMATOES

Lb

Home Grown •

STRIP STEAK
861f1;ilinK

ROAST

919
ii)
Lb

9;„i
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Second Annual
Rushing Creek
Fest Slated
Rushing Creek Campground
in the TVA's Land between
The Lakes (LBL) will be the
site of the second annual
Rushing Creek Surnmerfest,
July 21-23, 1978.
This special campers
festival will be open to all
registered campers in 1..BL.
TVA's 170,000-acre public
demonstration
area
in
western Kentucky and Tennessee.
Rushing Creek Campground
straddles the KentucyTennessee line 11 miles south
st golden Pond and offers
guests recently renovated,
generous campsites, and it
panoramic view of Kentucky'
Lake.
A "Holy Moses" frog
jumping contest starts the
events Friday at 1:00 p.m.
Campers are invited to bring
their best "leapers" and
participate in this unusual
event.
A
special
canoeing
demonstration will be held
Friday at 2:00 p.m. and
Saturday at 1000 a.m. Participants can learn the sweep,
draw, and push strokes, and
also how to take care of a
swamped canoe.
Archery skills including
stringing a bow and shooting
an arrow will be taught Friday
at 5:00 p.m.
Outdoor cooking skills will
be a part of Saturday's afternoon schedule. The skills
programs are being taught to
give campers a chance to
learn skills and techniques
they might not otherwise be
exposed to.
Programs such as "Snakes
Alive," "The Story of the
Buffalo," a "Wildflower
Walk," and "Trees of Rushing
Creek," will also be featured
in the three-day event.
Campers will have a chance to
handle snaker taste buffalo
meat, and learn to identify
trees blindfolded.
A "Levi's and Lace Square
Dance" and a "Friday Night'
Fever Disco Dance" will offer
entertainment for all ages
Friday night. The Country
Trend, a local band from
Murray, Kentucky, will be the
featured entertainment
Saturday night.
Saturday, campers may
participate in the flea market
from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. All
types of items will be bought,
traded, or sold by the participants.
The Good Sam Clubs of
Hopkinsville and Murray will
sponsora hospitality tent from
10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. on
Saturday.
From 10:00 a.m. to 4:00p.m.
Saturday, campers can
release their frustrations by
dunking LL staff at the
dunking booth. In an effort to
keep the campground clean,
one throw costs 10 cigarette
butts or poptops.
A karate demonstration at
1:00 p.m. by Philip Parker of
Paducah will end the festival.
Parker, the% 1976-1977 AllKentucil Japan International
Karate Champion will be
bringing 20 to 30 of his
students from the Karate
Center in Paducah for the
demonstration.
Relay races, horseshoe
tournaments, swim races,
softball and volleyball games
and a frisbee olympics are all
included as a part of the
recreation of the weekend
festival.
A ,nondenominational
worship service will be hell
Sunday at 8:30 a.m. in the
campfire theater. These
services are conducted by the
local ministry on a rotating
basis every Sunday in all three
family campgrounds.
There is a $3 per night
camping fee at Rushing Creek
and a $3 per night fee at both
Hillman Ferry .and Piney
'npgrounds. There is an
fiTItitional $.50 charge for
electrical hookup in each of
the family campgrounds.
For additional information
coantact Recreation Services,
TVA, band- Between Tlie
Lakes, Golden Pond, KY
47231, telephone (502)924-5602.
extension 233.

...combines beautiful fine furniture styling and advanced video electronics. You'll see an astonishing 25" diagonal color picture
automatically at the touch of your finger. The picture even adjusts to
changing room light. Other features: a Super Bright Matrix Picture
Tube, plus a 100 solid-state chasis for great reliability, and it's
rernoteable now or later.

With this great Magnavox you will enjoy
accurately tuned pictures on any channel
UHF or VHF. It also has a Super Bright
Matrix Picture Tube for brilliant color pictures, plus a highly reliable 100 solid-state
chasis. and,fine funiture styling, too.

NOW

•
Enyfy a really beautiful color picture that
even automatically adjusts to changing
room light for eye-pleasing viewing wherther your room is light or dark. This great
Magnavox value also has the Precision In
Line Tube System for brilliant color; plus
an energy saving, highly reliable 100
solid-state chassis. Your choice of two
styles.

SAVE 70°°

SAVE 130"

95
9
.
NOW 75

•

49995

SAVE 7006

42995

ONLY 3 LEFT

Pedestal Base
optional at extra cost

MAGNAVOX
HUGE SAVINGS

on TV &STEREO...while theylast

Model
SAVE 8

SAVE $8.0

•

460
0

NOW36995

NOW $42995

19" AFT Color Portable

Model 1444 — Mediterranean styling

diagonal

modt1 4310 offers you big set performance
and a modest price: The convenience of
Automatic Fine Tuning for an accurafely
tuned picture...the exceptional brightness
of the Precision In-Line Tube
System...plus the reliability of its energysaving 100. solid-state chassis.

SAVE 120°° NOW 27995

Dry Sink Stereo. Model 6564, from the acclaimed Magnavox Spirit of '76 Collection,
dontains a fine performing Stereo FM/AM
radio, automatic record changer. .. plus four
speakers for your enjoyment of music — with
rich, full sound.

Decorator Stereo Console
Quality performance-. with rich,-full' Dimensional Sound.. plus
Magnovox distinctive St 14—yours to enjoy for a remarkably low price.
This finely crafted «insole, unlike ordinary consoles that have only frontfired speakers, has four front and side-fired speakers to literally
surround you with the full beauty of music from Stereo FM-AM radio,
your favorite records.. or from optional tape equipment. Free 8-track stereo
included.

'$ 9
CV)

ftltodel 5220

on floor samples; demonstrators and damaged cabinets

NOW 199

QUA.
1-R H4875
1-BG4564

Modular Stereo System
Stereo FMAM Radio, Phono,8-Track ayerRecorder.
Model 1725 is packed with everythin that goes with
super stereo...except a high price g - Solid-state
tuneramplifier to pull in those weak
tions you'd like
to listen to and to keep them fro drifting) - 3-speed
automatic changer with dust coy r - built-in 8-track
tape playerrecorder - specially d igned 2-way tunedbass.
vent speakers to give you rich, d

ausameionnot: or.

xt.

EXTRA BIG SAVINGS ON THESE
MAGNAVOX VALUES! SAVE

SAVE 50°°

r

LOS ANGELES (AP) -"Summer Show" — an exhibition of the works of five southern California artists — is on
display .at the, Los Angeles
County Museum of Art through
Aug. 3.
The artists are Jeanine
Breaker, Laurie Brown, Erika
Kahn, Pat Shank and Ann
Thornycroft.

19" Videomatic
Decorator Color TV

VIDEOMATIC TOUCH-TUNE' COLOR TV

25" Automatic Fine
Tuning Color Console

01.goaaI

1-BG4665
1
2

DESCRIPTION

WAS

25" Color Touch Tune Star
( Electronic Remote
25" Color Total Automatic
Color Early American Cabinet
25" Color Total Automatic
(Aro Dark Pine Cabinet
Component Stereo system,
AM/FM stereo +2speakers
AM/FM radio, I T player
recorder + 2speakers"'

&

SAVE 20°°

NOW
ONLY

SAVE
088.88 S211.07
s699.95 $529.95 170.00

$1099.95

$799.95

$588.00 $211.95

$349.95

$249.95 $100.00

S169.95

$99.95 $70.00

NOW 8995
9" B/W Portable TV

dimismel

9" DIAGONAL B-w Portable` TV with
rechargeable battery pack. Here, truly, is
the perfect personal portable to take with
you wherever you go. It's solide-state and
with three-way_ power, it can operate
anywhere' Indoors on normal AC, outdoors on a battery pack... included free)
or in a car or boat with Autodaptor- (included). Sund Sheild also included.

IN.II.UY NOW and.._.

...

.21011.1t.J1/..i.m.•

CLAW N'S
Dixieland Center

(Formerly J 8 B Music, Jim 8 Betty Clayton, owners)
,
.

•

753-7575
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Reds Belt Carlton, Phas 7-2

M0

Bunt Runs Rose's Hit Streak To 32 Games Bre

Associated Press
It was probably the game's
least important hit - and yet
it was clearly the biggest one
of all.

And after one pitch, Rose was a perfect bunt," said third Phillies in the East.
Pat Zailiry,, 10-6.
was on first with a bunt single, baseman Mike Schmidt, who
Expos 8-1, Braves1-3
Pirates 6, Dodgers 3
acknowledging the cheers of tried a bare-handed scoop of
Ellis Valentine hit his 17th
The Pirates pounced on
45,608 Phillies fans. The streak the ball but never really had a homer of the year, a two-run
Doug Rau for three runs in the
was still alive!
chance to throw Rose out.
rocket in the fifth inning, and second inning and
Dave
In three V doubleheader
Warren Cromartie unleashed Parker hit a two-run homer
Giants 7-5, Cubs 4-7
in
One thing the Cincinnati splits. San fltnciico beat
In San Francisco's first. his first career grand slam the fifth to snap Los Angeles'
Reds didn't really need in the Chicago 7-5 and lost 7-4, game,
Larry
Herndon and fifth homer of the season
ninth inning Wednesday night Montreal defeated Atlanta 8-6 collected four RBI with a trio to cap a five-rpn ninth that
Padres 5, Cardinals 3
was a-„baserunner. After all, and lost 3-1 and Houston beat of singles to make Vida Blue a sent Montreal past the Braves
Dave Winfield climaxed a
Ken Henderson had hit a New York 8-3, then•lost 2-1. In 13-game winner, but the Cubs in their opener.
three-run first inning with an
three-run homer in the single games, Pittsburgh rebounded in the nightcap
Astros 8-1, Mets 3-2
RBI triple and Gene Richards
seventh inning ausl George defeated Los Angeles 6-3 and with Larry Biittner's three
Bob Watson ripped a two- had an RBI double to cap a
Foster had unloadal a grand San Diego beat St. Louis 5-3.
RBI*on two singles. The split run single in the first inning two-run fourth in San Diego's
slam in the eighth, all the clout
The first pitch to Rose from left the Giant* two games and hit his 10th homer of the victory. Al! the scoring came
the Reds needed to wallop Mils' reliever Ron Reed ahead of the secondplace Reds Season, a solo shot, in the third off St. Louis right-hander Roy
Philadelphia 7-2.
wound up rolling tantalizingly in the West and Chicago three .to propel Houston to its first- Thomas, making his first
down the third base line. It back of the frontrunning game, victory over the Mets' major league start.
But with nobody on and one
out to go in the top of the ninth,
there was still the matter of
Pete Rose's hitting streak.
Rose had grounded out twice,
had struck out once and in the
eighth inning had received a
controversial walk. With that,
INSURANCE-BONDS-REAL ESTATE-108 E 121N ST., BENTON
it appeared Rose's streak
would end at 31 straight
games, six shy of Tonuny
Holmes' National League
FOR THE RESIDENTS OF MURRAY, CALLOWAY COUNTY AND AURORA
record.

Morgan,Trevathan & Gunn,Inc.

Softball Stars
The Stars, a team in the lower-division girls softball league this past season, are front row, left,
Kristy Elkins, torrie Howard Mel Jackson, Leslie Franklin, Kelly Cathey and Kelly Honks. Second
row are Jennifer Kurz, Ann Harcourt, Lori Rogers, Coach Amy Fischbach, Mitzi Boggess, Nancy
Smith and Heidi Barrett.

Now Has A Local Number

Swim Team In Invitational Saturday

But that walk'started what
The Murray Swim Team
The team will meet at the sportation to the meet is a turned out to be the Reds'
wiil travel to Calvert City for Murray City Park pool at 7 problem,one may call 753-7878 biggest inning and it. brought
an invitational meet Saturday, a.m. Saturday, and if .tran- as soon as possible..
him back to the plate one
beginning at 9 a.m.
inning later. -That's what
----Swimmers will be cornhappens when you play with a
peting• for 1st and 2nd place
great offensive team," he said
medals and team trophies and
later.
ribbons.
A fee of 50 cents for each
individual event and $1.50 for
each relay event will be
Two members of the placed 101st overall.
Murray Marathoners, Ron
charged..
Lanning, a sociology and
Teams in the meet include Wuest and Adam Lanning, anthropology teacher at
Calvert City, Paducah, completed the Three Rivers Murray State, ran his fastest
Bowling Green and St. Festival Marathon at Fort time of _eight marathons this
Wayne,Ind., last Sunday.
Genevieve, Mo.
year. His time was 3:20:10,
Wuest,
•
a
Murray good for 151st place
Each swimmer should bring
a sack lunch and should make Chiropractor, ran a personal
With the temperature in the
every effort to provide his own best as he completed the 26.2
transportation.
mile layout in 3:08:14 and 60's and the humidity at 46
percent, conditions weiwe
nearly ideal
the 728 runners. 560 runners completed
the course.

CORRECTION

wrong

telephone

number

ran

Tuesday for

•

Black's Decorating
Center

Alexander Wins
In Super Stock
Murray's Steve Alexander
won the fast heat of the super
stock division last Saturday at
the Paducah International •
Raceway.' Alexander also
placed thirteenth in the
feature race. •

The correct number is

753-0839

The Number To Call

7534434
New!Money-Back
artsfrom Pepsi-Cola.

Wuest, Lanning Compete
In Three Rivers Marathon

The

Assix
There's ilk,
for a good E
And they ctr
one in Milan

JoBeth Oak
No. 2 hole
front of th
over it and
messes toll
and Scotty
New-MW.N

Now in handy 6-packs.

What a buy! A six-pack of Pepsi-Cola Money-Back
Quarts. More than six five-ounce servings in every bottle,
topped by a reseal cap that helps IQck in that great Pepsi
taste. Money back,too. The refund means you only buy the #- 1,1""•
Pepsi, not the bottle. And they're easy to store,so there's /
•
always enough Pepsi on hand for family and friends. Get
• I
a six-ptck of Pepsi in money-back quarts today!
•

Ot*163

HELP

a

a•o•

We're loaded with used car trade ins on new
cars and trucks.

KIN -Atil*'At

We have to move then).so we can park what's
coming in.
Cars from 1 year old to 7 year old. Al! have
been checked out and are A-1 used cars. We
have older models will sell as they are - all at
low, low bargain prices. Only CI -few listed
below.

O

i FORD I

2 1973 Pintos;one MAO 21), Red, 47,00 mi.,
one 4 speed, air 3D„ red,51,000,-one owner
1173 Ilsvorisli. 2 d Red & White.6 cyl. auto,
p.s.. 40,000 clean as pin.
1975 Maverick 2D, green, 6 cyl. only 16,000
miles, looks and drives like new.
3 1977 Birds-All one owner cars, are 351V8, air, auto, P.S. P. Brakes, miles are all
around 15,000, 1-White & Red; 1-Black, 1Champagne

2 1978 Grosesdits. Creme,4 door, 302 V-8, air
auto, P.S. P. Brakes, Parker Fordj)emo,
Like new ,
19714his. Minas:- 2d.. burgandy,2800
mi.
one owner trade in. Loaded with equipment
options.
1977 Om. Monte Car% - 2 D. dark
jade,
19,000 miles, one owner trade in. Like new,
see it and you'll want it.
1977 'Cadillac Sedan Seville - 4 D. Creme,
17,000 mi. Local one owner, all options on it.
Really a dream car.
1074 CI,.,. Impala, 21). White special
addition Spirit of America. Low
mileage,
super condition, one of a kind.

1111 Beim
,
- 4d, station wagon, Dr. Green, 1977 Mercer)
,Marquis- Brougham 411 Dove
6 cyl. auto, air,only 15,000 miles.
Grey, demo never been sold, 16,000 mi.
All
tbe Goodies all ready on car. Strictly
a
74 VV1 Beetle, 2d, orange, 4 speed, only luxury car at a price
to move it.
32,000 miles Real clean, real sharpe.
1977 LTD IL4 door, jade, low miles,
74, VW 411, 4 d., silver blue, auto, air, 37,000 clean as new. Low
priced
/Local one owner,trade in.
.
•
"IfttltitStylVelew;-3/111rmt-FOrd detno,
- *arm,
zonatimb-aimmataaaarawar
never s*"—)7,11, rritrITZT:V11aulo, air, p.s. p.
,lass 2 '77 Granules, 4 doors. 302 V-8, air.
brakes, am/fm stereo, tilt wheel,cruise conNever
auto, P.S. P Brakes, Ford Demo car
trol. Red plaid interior. Beautiful 7 See it
been sold. Priced to sell;low mileage.
today
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PARKER FORD, INC.

101 Main

7534273

11es,.C.N.A,•• •IWO.

•••13

r • •.•

.0(

S0
,P•01'CO

1.0C

1.111111DITIPaimodoluiNt71),padkrols,Ity.Uteriltit APPORMIltirtFROM PepsiCo, INC.,PURCHA.N.Y
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Moore FuriousAs Red Sox Whip
Brewers; Palmer Snaps Loss Skid
Associated Press
There's oo place like home
for a good 6aseball rhubarb.
And they certainly had a good
one in Milwaukee Wednesday

night
This particular argument
took place between Milwaukee
catcher Charlie Moore and
home plate umpire Rich

rdinals 3
eld cliniaxed
t inning with an
Gene Richards
ouble to cap a
in San Diego's
e scoring came
ight-hander Roy
king his first
start.

JoBeth Oakley used et three-iron to ace the ISO-yard, par-three
No. 2 hole at the Murray Country Club Tuesday. The shot hit in
front of the sand trap guarding the hole on the left, bounced
over it and trickled into the cup for her first hole-in-one. Witnesses to the event were Claudia-Billington,tisa Clees, John Rice
and Scotty On.
INLW- NEW- Ntw- NEW- NEW- NEW- NEW- NEW- NEW-NEW- NEW- NEW- NEW
rev
.k,
T-Shirt Designs
t
3
4
4
Y
-Grease
f
fr- Saturday Night Fever
A
•
More
...Jaws 2-., Many
A

SVOIS
;
r
i
JERsEys

\\"-------"/

T-SHIRTS
'1417 Olive

4

4

,

'SI Uri
7
0I open Mon. Thru Sat.

Ni,,
tv„

1000 am.-6:00 p.m.

l' t‘0
3 3‘5"

,4

{family Owned and Operated)

lr

4
*

-‘jkr
1

f

Specializing
I-.:'

in Top
Quality

,.,,,-,..:;°..,.....,
4....„Zzz,74..
...0
.
. 4.

4
4

Merchandise

%my -MN -MEN -MEN -MEN -41.EN MIN -MEN -M3N -MEN -MEN -MEN -MEN -41.114

Garcia in the midst of a game- than a nionth as Baltimore
turning rally that helped the defeated
Chicago. The
Boston Red Sox beat the triumph snapped a four-game
Brewers 8-2.
losing streak for Palmer, 11-8,
Ooh, was Moore mad.
who had last won June 18
Enraged when Garcia against Oakland. The loss was
called George Scott safe on a the sixth straight for the
play at home in the seventh slumping White Sox:
inning, Moore dropped the ball
Yankees!,Twins0
and charged the umpire.
Ed Figueroa, 8-7, tossed a
Milwaukee pitcher Lary six-hitter and slumping New
Sorensen had to restrain the York won for just the third
catcher with a full Nelson time in 12 games in beating
hold.
Minnesota. The Yankees
"I thought when Scott.slid, scored..single runs in the fifth
he missed the plate," said and seventh innings. Moore."So I dove after him as
Angels 3, Indians 0
he came back for the plate and
Struggling Nolan Ryan
tagged him on the hand way finally won a game after seven.
before he got back. But the misses and regained the
umpire said he got in the first American League strikeout
time around because he called lead as he paced California
him safe immediately."
over Cleveland with a sixGarcia concurred that Scott hitter. Ryan, 4-8, had dropped
was in fact safe the:first time five games in succession since
and that he didn't have to beating Chicago on May 23. He
come back to make sure.
struck out 10 batters, reaching
When Scott slid by the double figures in strikeouts for
plate, he caught the edge with the seventh time this season
his hand," said Garcia. "I and 111th time in his Career.
signalled -him safe immediately. The play was over
there. I don't know why he
Frank White doubled and
came back, and obvicinslyAt_ tripled and drove in three
would have been out The Ye runs, Fred Patek collected
hadn't touched it the first three singles and two stolen
time. But he did."
bases and Darrel Porter hit
Moore was burned twice on two doubles as Kansas City
thg...218y.._127 while_ be 'was whipked Texas.
arguing with Garcia he fprgot
Tigers5, A's 4
to call time. Butch Hobson
Jason Thompson's two-run
sneaked all-the way around single in a three-run seventh
from first base to score the inning rallied Detroit over
fourth run of the inning and Oakland. Lou Whitaker's hit to
the Red Sox So00 had enough deep short scored Phil
runs to win with a 4-2 lead.
Mankowski from third base
Elsewhere in the American and tied be score at 3-3. After
League, the Baltimore Orioles Matt Keough, 6-6, walked
beat the Chicago White Soi10- Rusty Staub toload the bases,,
3, the New York Yankees Thompson: drove in the
stopped the Minnesota Twins deciding runs with a ground
2-0; the California Angels single through the right side of
whipped the
Cleveland the infield.
Indians 3-0; the Kansas City
Mariners 6, Blue Jays 2
Rayals routed the Texas
Julio Cruz had three hits and
Rangers 11-4; -the Detroit drove in two runs' and John
Tigers edged the Oakland A's Hale also knocked in two runs
5-4 and .the Seattle Mariners to lead Seattle over Toronto.
turned back the Toronto Blue
Jays 6-2.
Frank Duff's run-scoring
single capped the, controversial four-run seventh for
Boston and the Red Sox scored
four mo-re-times in the eighth
to win going away.
It was Duffy's single to left
that broke a 2-2 tie as Scott slid
home and Hobson's run later
made it 4-2.
Orioles 10, White Sox 3
Rick Dempsey and Doug
De-Cinces drove in two runs
each to key a six-run rally in
the fourth and Jim Palmer
won his first game in more

r
500 mg.

VITAMIN

VITAMIN

E1TRA STRENGTH

KELP.LECITHIN
B6 wsth CIDER VINEGAR
100

Famous Dietary
Formula-Full 33

TABLETS

Reg. 5.74

Days Supply

2.97

NOW $

.All In One Dietary Aid To
• Wefght Loss
High Protein Formula With
Vitamins and Minerals

Sunny Maid
CHEWABLE VITAMIN Lir

REG. $9.95

ORANGE FLAVOR
100 TABLETS
Rog. 2.47

NUTRA-t*
PURE VITAMIN E

NOW $1.49

Grszti_27,1&:250

"Mr"'

mg.

NATURAL

Reg. S2.28

71
/
2

Grams 250's
BREWERS
Reg. $2.99
YEAST TABLETS NOW $163

VITAMIN C
NATURAL DOLOMITE
250 Mg.
fCat
clum & Magnesium/ Rtg.: ;199
WITH ROSE HIPS
250
Reg. $3.67 $2.40—
100 Tablets
Now $1,99
Reg. :7.35 $4.49
250 Tablets

• HIGH,MEDIuMi
LOW SETTINGS
PLUS FORWARD
AND REVERSE

4 — 10 per pack
6 - 8 per pack
7" — 6 per pack

Cantilever transom hold-down with
positive lock, non slipping clamp Bottom
ing springs heavy duty. Highly plated for
rust resistance. Clamps coated to prevent
marring of boat. One pair per set

•OYSTANT 019/0**
BUTTON ON
HANDLE
_
•HEAVY DUTY
BRACKET WITH 6_ _
VARIOUS SETTINGS
•POWERFUL 2""
PERMANENT
MAGNET MOTOR
•WEIGHT ONLY
LIES

BUSHNELL
INSTA-FOCUS BINOCULARS
7i3S

Two Coxes in one' 30 movable dividers (15 each
side) allow up to 46 compartments Length 143
/
4-,
width 5", height 11 1/y"

One person's "small" loan is
another person's "large" loan, so
we avoid fitting our customers
into categories.
We make all kinds of limns. To
all kinds of people. For all kinds
pf reasons.
And We lend really big amounts
to homeowners, based on their equity.
That's the rtiffelence between how
much your house is worth, and how
much you still owe on it.
If you're looking bra loan,
take a close look at our chart.
You'll see we tarry your size.

Amount
Tommed

Monthly
Por mom

Months
in Tso

Totel tlf
Torments

Watch for our discount minihardware dept. which will
open in August. We will have
everything the homeowner
needs for those do it yourself jobs.

4"•

$2,500 8 73 17 48 53,512 16 17.80%
$3,000 $ 87.63 48 $4,206.24 17.69%
$3,500 $ 90.41 60 $5,424.60 18.80%
$4,000 $103.23 60 56.193.80 18.76%
• Annual cements.
, Hair

,

Bel-Air Center
Ph. 753-5573

spectator sports, natyke study. and hunting
when your target fs an the move
. the
most wApori ant-observations are anon seenonly as a fulzy picture during the time-consurning task of fine focusingtie unique tebture
It's then you'il appreciate'
we call INSTA-FOCUS thilt Waists instantly
to your eyes. INSTA-FOCUS ie a lever action
_you snap the pour@ sharp and clear -and
see ALL the action
In

6411autit-Murray,14.-153,9491

"Discount Is-Our Middle Name"
Open 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Daily
1 p.m. to 6 p.m. Sunday
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A Phone Booth Is Rabid Red Sox Fan's Box Seat
By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
For New York radio person*lite Jonathan Schwartz, the
nicest thing about the Boston
Red Sox' success this season
has been the fact that they. are
accomplishing it without the
assie.ance of pitcher Diego
Segui.
Segui is a journeyppin
burier whose stops incld
Boson. His tendency is to
v-e-r-y s-l-o-wpitch slowly
1-y. That's okay for most folks
because, after all, baseball is
6 leisurely game. But it was
not very good for Schwartz,
because Segw's casual pace
kept adding dimes to
Jonathan's telephone bill.
Schwartz, you see, is not

your run of the mill Red Sox' purposes'by radio advertising
fan. He ts mortally addicted to salesmen selling time to outthis team, so much so that he of-town clients. For Schwartz,
listens to at least parts of however, it is a link to Boston
about 99 percent of Boston's and a method to stay in touch
games. Ilsit might be difficult with his beloved Red Sox.
"I time my calls so that I get
to do for some people because
of logistics, but where there's ini-aro4uxl the fifth inning," he
a will, there's a way. And Sch- said. "That way it's not so exwartz, who always has had the pensive."
will, found the way.
A slow-working pitcher,
"There is a certain phone however, can burden Schnumber, known to only a few wartz' budget.
people, which enables me to
"Segui used to add $20 to my
hear the Red Sox' games," he
said. "I have called that num- telephone till," he said. "Luis
ber from London. Paris, Palm llant can be expensive and
Springs. San Francisco, New Dick Drago takes his time,
York, wherever I happen to too. So does this rookie ... Jim
Wright. What I like is pitchers
The number normally is who work fast like Bill Lee."
used for demonstration

hit. Beating a strategic retreat
from New York, the show
moved to Boston where young
Jonathan discovered the city and the team.
"I was overwhelmed by it,"

Cadiz, Ky.—Daniel Max-,
berry, 29, has been named
head football coach. at Trigg
County High School, replacing
James Harrell.
Maxberry served as an
assistant here last season
after a post as an assisitant
coach and a teacher at
Pleasure Ridge Park High
School in Louisville for five
sears.
He is a graduate of Murray

_ _ _
NAME_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
SCHOOL ATTENDING IN 1978-79__ _
You do not
No_
GRADE Member of Squad? Yes
have to be a cheerleader to come.
Registration will be held at Calloway County High
School from 9-11 a.m. Saturday, July 22, and again on
Monday. July 24. The 58 fee includes instruction, insurance and refreshments.
Those attending should bring along this form. For more
information contact Condo Stubblefield at 492-8252, or
Karol Kemp at 435-4343.

ROMA-ASTER
MOTORIZED BICYCLE
(MOPED)
• Up to 175 miles per gallon of gas
• Up to 20 MPH
• 1 Horsepower McCulloch motor

Associated Prom
NATIONAL LEAGLE
F.AST
W
L
Pet. GS
Philadelphia
. 46 39
552
Chicago
47 44
516
Pittsburgh
45 44
,506. 4
46 49
Montreal
484
,
1
1e. v6rii-39 56
41t 13
WEST
San Francisco
57 38
600
Cincinnati
2
54 39
.581
Ids Angeles
54 40
.574
San Diego
46 49
.484 E
Atlanta
42 50
.457 13'
Houston
41 50
451 14
Thursday's Games
wl.os Angeles Rhoden 7-5 at Pittsburgh....
Blyieven 9-5
Houston Bannister 3-5 and Ruhle 0-0
at New York (Kobel 1-2 and Bernard 0-8,
2
San Diego ,Owchmko 5-7' at St Louis
Forsch 4-91
San Franciaco , Haliclu 5-3) at Chicago
,
Krukow 4-0
Cincinnati 0Hume 4-9J at Philadelphia
Kaat
n
Atlanta Easterly 2-5 at Montreal
Fryman 4-71. n
AMERICAN
EAsT
LEAGUE

By SY
Assoc's
FRANK
Hoy Ste

All Belts
2 Price
All

Sport Shirts Y2 Price

State University and played
football and baseball at MSU.
. Harrell, who had been head
coach here for one year and
had a 1-9 record, resigned to
accept a post as assistant
coach at Murray High,

Standings

Schwartz said. "The Boston
Pops, the Charles River, the
whole scene. New York had
horrified me. It was too big.
Boston was more my size, easier to handle."

Bel Air Center
Murray, Ky.
753-0550

Maxberry Replaces Harrell
As Trigg Head Grid Coach

Laker Cheerleaaing Clinic
July 31 August 3
Grades 6 9

REGISTRATION
.NO
REQUIRED. . ..NO INSURANCE REQUIRED,
.NO HELMET REQUIRED..
. Under Kentucky State Law!
An operator's license is
required in Kentucky.

It doesn't take Schwartz
long to learn the drift of the
Red Sox' game situation,
thanks to broadcasters Ned
Marttn and Jim Woods.
"I can tell from the tone of
their voices, the sounds of the
crowd, how things are going,"
he said. "Generally, I can determine that in about 38 seconds."
Schwartz' attachment to the
Red Sox began in 1946 when, at
the age of 8, he traveled east
from California with his
family. His father, composer
Arthur Schwartz, was working
with lyricist Ira Gershwin and
Moss Hart on a musical called
.'Park Avenue," which turned
out to be something less than a

All

Swimwear
All

50% Off

DRESS SUITS

All

Sport Coats
60% oil

Reg. St2I0(1

$ Q95
1141 P1+4

•

Reg. S77.i0

Reg..5140.0(1

•111

.

$6495

No%4 $3100
$7495
•1. I PR( I

Reg. Sb0.00
Noss

Blazers
IA Price
An

Tennis
Wear
/2 Prae

524"
All

v.•

Dress Shirts
/
12

Price

Shoes IA

All

Dress
Pants

5011, 60%""

ALTERATIONS EXTRA—ALL SALES FINAL
ALE SALES CASH OR BANK CARDS

W
L
Pea GS
-.4E9
le
9
53 77
51 42
.548 12'7
.513 14
MI 42
.310 14-s
46 45
43 49
.41r7 39
13 59
30
W1F.ST
Kansas City
49 41
.544 ,--California
50 43
.838
.7
Oakland
48 46
.511
1
Tmetn
iane
s,ota
48 45
.5I0-.
39 49 ,,443
9
fin 10/
1
2
39 91
Seattle
.347 184
33 82
Tbersday's Gaines
Boston Ewe 18-3, at Milwaukee
ogle 4-21, fni
Baltimore (D. Martina 7-7o at Chicago
.
Stone 7-71. Ito
New York (Guidry 13-D gt Minnesota
'Jackson 2-2). fa)
Boaten
Milwaakat
altimviireork
lea
Detroit
Cleveland
T
d

THE UNCOMMONLY UNCOMPLICATED MOPED
iteepot 49cc 2-cycle McCulloch empien, EGO light, Uncomplicated controls. Sealed beams heedigirt, Drum Oodles, DOT
approomi tiro, Pedals, Barrir,view mirror. Confertable saddle, %eery duty frame, lamp rack, Electric kern

WE TRADE FOR LESS
LET'S TRADE NOW

BEST FINANCING
IN TOWN

BRING YOUR WIFE, TITLE,
KIDS & THE DOG TO OUR

YOUR DOLLAR GOES
MUCH FURTHER
WITH US

a gal
reg $I 1 99

SUMMER VALUE SALE

• One Coat Cove rag,
• Withstands Scrt.bbing
• Easy To Apply
SALE

We Need some Nice Local AMC Air Conditioned Used Cars

AMC Pacer Sedan

Satisfaction Guaranteed in the use of these coatings

$9911

'or purchase prii e di be refunded
•

aarr
req $1,2

Its a mighty smart car for the family who
needs plenty of room for people and cargo.
A') in one kit makes painting easier ,
Includes 9'Miler frame. metal tray. ,
nylon bruslik
cover. 3" trim roller,
and more'

9in

any',
11/
1
411188KILwaasisitirwa

Save 4opal
SWA Owlongestlasting
gloss oil base
,
1 house paint
• One Coat Coverage
• Resists Chalking
SAl f

a gal
rey $15 99

And right now is a mighty smart time
to buy one!
• Unique wide design on a short wheelbase gives
exceptional maneuverabilibt plustrig car room
• Extra-wide rear hatch, flat load for aria
fold-down rear seat for quick, eIs 4çcsQ
loads Fargo space
.
I Rack and pinion steering. il13Ied suspension,
1-7 Of
standard •
• High level of
standard aPpo tments includes
soft-feel vinyl upholstery, stjdividual reclining
front seats woodgrain inst urnent panel. plush
_ carpeting. color-keyed wheel.covers arid morei

Fret &wrathy, service. Use Nester Chirp, tanalliatricartl, Visa, or oar extrodet credit terms. Save ea odor
specials ia oar stores. 1640stares saclailial one afar past. Prices shows available oily etstores listed bele*:

Murray
Southside Manor Shop. Ctr.
753-3321
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Stevens Expected To Be N ew Secretary Of Finance
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)
Roy Stevens, director of

external affairs for Gov.
Julian Carroll, is expected to
become the next secretary for
finance and administration

Aug. 15.
Two reliable sources Said
WedneSday that Stevens, 37,
Russell
succeed
would

•

•

We Just Wanted To Remind You Where.The
Best Buys In Plumbing &.Lighting Are!

AQUARIUS
MODULAR TUBS
(511. &awarded)

PICKENS
Plumbing & Eledric Supply
753-6822

Gospel Meeting
Friendship
Church of Christ

The finance post pays
$38,500, the same as Stevens
now gets. It is among the most
sensitive jobs in the administration.
McClure has had his fill of
controversies — such as those
surrounding various state
leas, use of state airplanes,
and personal service contracts, which are awarded for
professional services without
bidding.,
•

July 23 thru 28
Speaker

s

h.

MISS YOUR PAPER?
Selnaibers wbe Imre at
received *sir howe.4elvered
copy .4Th. Alarm tedyer
Times by 5:39 p.a. liksaiwpfridny etby 3:11I p. se 5ahordays are urged te oil 753-1416
between 5:30 p. mod 6 p.m.,
Alenday-fridny, it 3:30
Aid 4 p. a. Sanwilays, to
Insure
deivory of tbe newspaper. Calk
west be Once/ by 4p,weakdrys or 4 p.m. Saterieys to
ipeoroones deliver?.

Henry Hargis
Sunday Services
Sunday School 10:00
Preaching 1100
Services

7:30 P.M.
Everyone Welcome

L.. . . . .,_ „_ ,. .„. ,_. . .„,. . . ,_,„_,. ,. . . . . . .„_,_,. .„. . . . .„

Dividend Declared

AMERICAN
STANDARD
LIGHTING by
THOMAS

McClure, who after two years Lambert was not seeking the
has resigned to become a permanent job.
special assistant to the
However, bombed sad he
governor. McClure will work had told the governor he would
one number of urban projects serve as acting secretary,
during the remainder of the "but I .did not want to be
Carroll administration.
considered" for the perAuxier,• press manent post. *
Gary
secretary to Carroll, declined' Personnel
Comrnis,sioner
to confirm or deny that Addie Stokley is drafting a
replace reply to Vernon's le .ter to the
Stevens
would
McClure.
governor.
Charles Lambert, formerly
Auxier
commented:
McClure's deputy, has been "Vernon has been in state
acting finance secretary the government long enough .to
past few weeks, and one know what kind of effort the
political candidate has urged state is putting into. minority
the governor to name him employment,
and
the
permanently to the post.
significant strides made in
Jim Vernon, former public that area."
commissioner
information
Stevens, in his job in the
who is now running for governor's office, has been
lieutenant governor, wrote handling - matters connected
Carroll: "The absence of with finance, personnel,
blacks and women in your boards and commissions, and
cabinet must surely be of minority affairs.
concern to you as it is tO many
He came to the job from the
of us in the Democratic state Personnel Department,
Party."
where he was an executive
Vernon wrote that Lambert,• asstant to the commissioner.
who is black, deserves the
'Mance secretary's post.
HOwever, an administration
iource said he understood

901 Arcadia

adiethaelc

A dividend of 6 percent has
been declared by the board of
the Murray State University
Federal Credit Union for the
period ending June 30.
-The credit union, which
began operation on March 9,
now has more than 160
members. Membership is
open to the faculty and staff.
An open end credit policy for
signature loans was approved
by the credit union board
earlier this month.
Anyone who wishes to obtain
additional information about
the ,credit union may call or
visit the office in the General
Services Building on Monday,
Wednesday, or, Friday between 11 a.m. and 1 p.m. or,
between 2 and 5:30 p.m. •

The Nationwide Supermarket of Sound

silin
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Sale! WhenT ShacleCuts'120
Off the Price of a:Realistie
Stereo Receiver—People .Listen!
S1'A-78 includes features usually found on more expensive models De-emphasis switch for enjoying Dolby
FM -8 Custom walnut veneer case It has the look and
'sound the professionals like ipt, an incredible 43% savings! 31 2o77.Save even more iria complete system—see
below!
.

STA-78 by Realistic

95
Reg..

CHARGE IT

27995

VISA

(MOST STORES)

9

Save More on Our STA-78 Component System
by Realistic

CUT 190"
Reg. Separate
Items,67980

al.

489
• Realistic STA-78 AM FM Stereo Receiver
• Two Optimus' T 100 Walnut Veneer Floor Speakers
• LAB 54 Changer with Elliptical Stylus Cartridge

Realistic Turntable and Audio Cabinet Sale! New Supertape Gold!
COMPONENT SHELF
BELT-DRIVE TURNTABLE

ue raw

rt.bbing

LAB-300 by Realistic

Iv

Reg. 39'

SAVE

Reg.

$50

159"

SAVE
25%

The quality of a manual turntable
convenience of automatic arm return
With $3995-value mag..cart 42 2831 .

ecords. TV.

,HI-FI HEADPHONES

SUPERTAPEGOLD CASSETTES

verage
ny

VICO

..41•••fl

•

101..1Of
• AM L,
•

ex
loss

tin,
II base
aint

I

ti700

59
2

99
2

44-920

44-921

C-90

C-120

44-922

44-923

New ferric-Oxide tape forrnuld
records better than ever

We Specialize
In
Passenger Car Tires

SUPER TWEETER

SPEAKER STAND

by Realistic

Add new•highs
to any stereo
systemlao 1310

Light Truck Tires

CarrollTire Service

C-60

349 399

NO APPOINTMENT NEEDED
SERVICE OUR SPECIALTY

-111 Mounting And Balancing
- FREE With lire Puichato
OUr
Maur: Are
.
----Cloud Sat.

by Realistic

C-45

Raises speakers 12" off the
oorliTr VETTER-17MS andsound dispersion 40 1 254

HEADPHONE EXTENSION
799
Wilill
74 -,e75,1W itin eri'gr-o-ri
40 150

A.4.11.0..ssavre
,j,SLELGBE

TAM

Mon.- rt.
Sot. 10.6
114

ro

-cord allows greater
freedom of movement
SHACK__ _ 1%01List

tap/0
•
• ulympicrioza

A DIviSICIN OF TANDY CORPORATION

Designed for deeper bass
with less than 0 5% distortion 33 1004

C.

•

also available
- Radio Sher
Dealers
Look 101 this
sogn in your
neighborhood

Radio
/hat*
Cli"er11,
1"

PRTCES MAY VARY AT INDIVIDUAL STORES
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Your Individual
Horoscope

PAGE 13 THE

13
4.
-Zto

Frances Drake
FOR FRIDAY,JULY 21,1171
What kind of day will
tomorrow be To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast giver fOr Our birth
Sign
ARIES
+Mar. 21 to Apr 20 IVA
Excessive spending could
prove divagrrous now. Don't
speculate or indulge in extravagant whims, and watch
the budget even when making
rrunor purchases.
TAURUS
! Apr. 21 to May 211 tiCri);:c.
Others are observing, some
following your example Your
best foot forwardl Stress vital
points, but no exaggerating or
cutting corners too close!
GEMINI
; May. 22 to June 21)
You can take giant steps
toward advancement now — if
yeu have the ambition and the
know-how. Don't launch into
uncharted seas, however.
CANCER
!June 22 to July 23)
Careful exploration of offerings and soundly directed
imagination needed now.
Don't mix business and
personal affairs.
LEO
! July 24 to Aug. 23+
An original idea could be
developed, eventually turned
to profit. Along these lines, it's
a good period for pushing your
luck.
MP°
(Aug:'24 to Sept.'23

.124t-g:

.periocLior inventiveness and bringing out
dormant talent. Put your
strength behind unusual
projects, but only if they are
truly worthwhile. •
LIBRA
+Sept. 24 -to Oct. 721 1L11
.Don't lett your curiosity get
the better of you -- especially
in a romantic situation. Too
many questions will only yield
evasive answers.
SCORPIO
. Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) Fri
,
44
A day of mixed.influences.
Be careful in your approaches: Others may read

Avoid highly strung or
neurotic persons, and keep out
of situations which could
needlessly involve you in
others' problems.
AQUARIUS
19.
'.(Jan. 21 to Feb. .
. Mixed influences. You may
'encOunter some frustrating
situations during the a.m., but
the tic* will turn in your favor
Later in the day
PISCES
Feb. 20 to Mar 20; )(
Some new trends in the
making. Study carefully and
be sure to check all
propositions before accepting.
Romance and travel favored.
•,
YOU BORN TODAY are
versatile
—
extremely
especially along artistic lines.
Unlike most Cancerians, you
are not especially studious,
but you gain a great deal of
knowledge through reading,
traveling — and .observation.
When you ARE interested in a
subject, however, you will
engage in intensive research
and learn all there is to know
about it. You could succeed in
either the business world
!especially as banker or investment counselor) or in a
profession, depending upon
your inclinations,' but you
- would probably be happiest in
writing, music or acting.'The
strong
a
has
mystic
fascination for you, and amity
evidence itself in either
religion or an extraordinary
interest in the occult. Birthdate of: Ernest Hemingway,
Amer. author; St. Philip Nen,
founder of the Oratorians.

HIGHWAY 641,---MURR1AY, KY

ome items

not exact

Watch
For Our
Grand
Opening
Coming
Soon

Zebco 202
Reel'8t Rod
AND

Plastic Tackle Box
h Tray
WitSpeCiOi
No dealers please

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Two interim legislative committees held their first meetin
Wednesday
fngs
preparation for the 1980
more into your words and
Kentucky General Assembly.
actigns than you intend.
The Joint Committee on LaSAGITTARIUS
) bor and Industry held the first
Nov. 23 to Dec. 211 lefleF
meeting of the 1978-80 interim,
A long-pending domestic
followed by a meeting of the
problem can be solved now, so
devote the early part of the
on
Committee
Joint
day to this-task. Then you can
JudiciaryStatutes,
feel freer to go on to more
Rep. James Yates, 0stimulating interests.
Shively, and Sen. Georgia
CAPRICORN
Powers. DLouisville, co; Dec. 22 to Jan. 20;
chairmen of Labor ahd
Some tension indicated.
Industry, named three subcommittees to study major
issues facing the committee.
Sen Jim Hammond, El-Prestonsburg, will head the subcommittee on' workmen's
compensation. Rep. David
Van Horn. 1)-Lexington, will
chair the wages and hours
panel. and Rep. J.R. Gray,0Benton, will head the
collective bargaining sub$.,
'by.
Moe
committee
T
L.P..
Newer
•
The
Judiciary-Statutes
1.4ps••••• PP•
1•••OP.••• I{ P'
panel, headed by Sen. Mike
POST TAPE 1PM
Case~.4.1C........•
Moloney, 1)-Lexington, and
MOW ROOM**.POOL IPOPPO
Rep Jim LeMaster, DON
No•••••••••• 421. I 134
Pnill4rre14 Free Padang
Lexington, reviewed sumJamas C.Ellis
maries
of almost 100 bills not
Pork
passed by the W78 General
Assembly.

Pfl•1

as ictured

Uncle Jeff's brand n2w Sporting
Goods Department, owned and
operated by Uncle Jeff's, is now
open!
Check these prices, come in and
browse around and look at all our
merchandise and compare. You'll
find that •Uncle Jeff's has the
lowest prices anywhere.
"It's A Jungle Out There, Fellows!"

Watch
For Our
Grand
Opening
Coming
Soon

•
00
5
Limit 1

Watch
For Our
Grand
Opening
Coming
Soon

A
.*

frmineton

Remington Model 1100

Shot Gun

Watch
For Our
Grand
Opening
Coming
Soon

Limit 1
No Dealers Please

High-power
races will 6
rings Bay
day At
on
uc

to

Waterland, ,
one-day even
The races,
the America
Association,
races to the
formance Cr.
This class
boats uses
powered .pu
similar to I
Kentucky an

CrOSSW

ACROSS
1 Fold
6 Pronoun
11 Keep
13 English counties
14 King of
Bashan
15 Attained
17 Prepositio
18 Goddess
healing
20 Scatter
,
21 Hail'
22 Extinct.......
flight.
less birds
24 Atiteightat
dia
- •
25 Declare'
26 River in A
rica
28 Sheet-me,
worker
30 fur-bearir
mammal
32 Without d•
lay
33 Counted
calories .
35 Urge on
37 Period o
fasting
38 Organ of
hearing
equil
ment
__-42 Abstract

43 Groups a

Check Our
Low Prices
)

Ventelated Rib,42 Guage only

Po
Rac
On

three
45 Yellow
oche!
46 Three-toc
sloth
47 Irons
49 Compass
point
50 Scorched

On All
Ou!

INES

SPIKE
HERI

?' Fishing
Lures
Anchornate
Anchor
Control
u

Watch
For Our
Grand
Opening
Coming
Soon

ARE YC
AN
EXTRON
OR A ts
INTROkd

Price RIZ7

WATCH OUT!

la Sale

1L99

for Corn-Austin

Final Clearance

New ease and safety in anchoring. You operate anchor
wtthout leaving your seat. Just turn control button to drop anchor quickly and silently. The handle can not spin. If your
hand slips while raising anchor, it stops nght there.
Eliminates tangled, wet rope. Line is stored neatly, ready for
instant use. When raised, anchor is held securely in bow fixture preventing damage to bow.

Starting Monday
July 24 9:00 AM
atch
For Our
Grand
Opening
Coming
Soon

PIANOS
SAVE
500
On

3
-Days
Only
Thurs.'
Fri.

WURLiTZER

Model 2126
(A! Shown)

July
21,22

Consoles
Pianos
%thriftier
*QUALITY
• Selection
•Price

Watch
For Our
Grand
ri.,....;
—r
Coming
Soon

Limit 1 - No Dealers Please

Check All
Our Hunting
Clothes
V Insulated Boots
V Snowmobile Suits

gin

Limit 1 - No Dealers Please

Pre-Season
Sale On

753-7575

&way,Ey.

7-10

Uni Royal
Red Ball
Thermo-Ply

Rubber Hunting
Boots

All in
Mens g Boys Sizes

Watch For Our Grand Opening Coming Soon!
Dixieland Center

Watch
For Our
Grand
Opening
Coming
Soon

BEETLE BAII
WHERE 0
EARTH P
YOU &El
THOSE
CLOTHE;

IS
THAT A
HULA
NOOF!

Watch
For Our
Grand
Opening
Coming
Soon

TEnius

...WERE If
WITH MR.
HAVE„ER,
ON THI

-
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Powered Boat
Races Set Aug.6
On Lake Barkley
for fishing and recreational
boating. These crafts will be
competing for over $2000.00 in
prize money.
Six events are scheduled for
the afternoon of racing. Three
races, for the smaller motors
in the OPC class, will be run in
two . heats. Winners of the
three races for the larger
boards will each be
dete
ed by an exciting
fifteen-rn
e marathon race.
The races
open to the
public with no
mission
charge. The ,activin
will
begin at 1:00 p.m.

High-powered
Speedboat
races will be held m Blue
•rings Bay on Lake Barkley
on
day August 6, according
ucky's Western
to
Waterland, • InSor of the
one-day event.
The races, sanct • -d by
the American Power
Association, are professiona
races to the Outboard Performance Craft Class (OPC).
This class of cdtnpetitive
boats uses largin-k highpowered outboatd motors
similar to those found on
Kentucky and Barkley Lakes

Crossword Puzzler

•

ACROSS
I Fold
6 Pronoun
II Keep
13 English
counties
14 King of
Bashan
15 Attained
17 Preposition
18 Goddess of
healing
20 Scatter
21 Hail'
22 Extinct...,
flightless birds
24 Weight of iodia
•
25 Declare'
26 River in Africa
28 Sheet-metal
worker
30 Fur-bearing
mammal
32 Without delay
33 Counted
calories
35 Urge on
37 Period of
fasting
38 Organ of
hearing
--40.„Goll equipment
—42 Abstract
- being
43 Groups of
three
45 Yellow
ocher
46 Three-toed
sloth
47 Irons
49 Compass
point
50 Scorched

Answer to Wednesday's Pdzzle

OCOM BMW OM
DODO MICIO DIM
IJDOCIOU BO Mtn
Emma 151131301111
1:11311113013130
00000 CIOM 1311111
UU 000 DUID
WIMI ODD DOOM
OD OCI3001010
UMUUM IMOD
UOU 013 110111:3811
UOILI MOO 1313111E1

52 Joyful
54 Worms
55 LdcateS
DOWN '
1 Preface
'2 American --.
3 Latin coniunctiop..
4 Swiss river
5 Cravats
6 Pronoun
7 Concealed
8 Coniunction
9 Former Met
10 Chemical
compound
12 Short sleep

Louisville Continues Under Its
6th Air Pollution Alert Of Year
1-

1
JOINING IN — Mr. and Mrs. Pon Gray of Memphis, Tennessee join in the fon at The
Homeplace - 1850's square dance held recently in Land Between The Lakes, TVA's
170,000-acre public demonstration area in western Kentucky and Tennessee.

Knox Bomb Disposal Squad
Disman Device Near Plant

MOUNT STERLING, Ky.
(AP) — A Fort Knox bomb
disposal squad has dismantled
what appeared to be a homemade explosive device and
has sent it to Cincinnati for
E US OGOO 15113111111 analysis. •
The device r, as found
eles
one s own
railroad
43 Spanish for Wednesday on a
27 Dine
plant
track
near
a
strikebound
thiee
artt29 Spanish
Wednesday. Two men found
44 Self
cle
13 Portions
47 Prefix bethe device — a bottle con16 Ship's com- . 31 Ogled
fore
33 Disavows
plement
taining a liquid, wired to a six48 Capuchin
34 Platform
19 Dried fruit
volt battery — on the tracks
monkey
36 Checked
21 Thorough51 Coniundtion, near the Hobart Manufac37 Rent
fares
53 Symbol for " turing Co., said Capt. Sonny
23 Frozen rain 39 Flower
thoron
Owen of the state police past
41 Winter vehi25 Take as
at Morehead.
. 9 10
Officials of the bomb
III 7
11111fililla
disposal team said the liquid,
ill
ill
I
apparently nitroglycerin, was
16
14
sent to a federal Bureau of

iauua

III ill21 11111
iiil II23 IIIUIR 25 RI
il
if 28 29111
il
y
MI.dal
Ir
..a il41
a
ii
ii
II
ill

III

44

IIII
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47
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II
51IIIal
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TELL HIM ABOUT HOW
WERE GOING TO FIND
A HOME FOR HIM

and
Tobacco
AlcoJi4
Firearms
boratory at
Cincinnati.
xingAn ATF agent fro
ton also was at the seen -and
the area was cordoned off b
police.
Owen said the bottle, which
contained about two ounces of
the liquid, was found on tracks
about 150 feet from a Hobart
warehouse and about 500 feet
from the company's main
plant.
Officials said they did not
know if the discovery was related to a seven-week-old
strike at Hobart.
Negotiators for striking

Fayette Judge To
Rule On Evictions

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Fayette District Judge
Michael Roney says he may
rule Friday on the local,
DEIBAPING
. government's attempt to evict
35 tenants from an allegedfy
RR
Only
Pay
len
unsafe apartment building.
lour Seed Prints
Lawyers for the LexingtonFayette
Urban
County
FILM, FUSN CURES,
Government filed briefs in the
CAMERAS, FRAMES,
case Monday. David Van
Artcratt Studies
Horn, attorney for the building
118 $.. It* • MOW
owner,
Edmond Karam, was
Dsr
rree Perk* Li Um
to file an answer to the briefs.

Fast film Service
At Big Discomit

TE.LLHIM ABOUT HOW
SOME LUCKY FAMILY 15
GOING TO ADOPT HIM...

I.

7-la

NANCY
WHAT
ARE YOU
DOES
THAT
AN
EXTROVERT 'MEAN
OR AN
N TROVE PT?

AN EXTROVERT
IS A SHOW-OFF
AND AN
INTROVERT
THINKS ONLY
OF HIMSELF

LETS S EftAM IAN
INTROVERT
OR AN
EXTROVERT

I GUESS I'M JUST
A PLAIN, ORDINARY

VERT

United Auto Workers Local
1652 and for Hobart continued
talks
Wednesday
in
Lexington, with a federal
mediator
present,
but
eported no progress toward a
se
ent.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API —
This river valley city continued today under its sixth air
pollution alert of the year —
all the result of high ozone
levels.
But for the first time, Louisvillians could catch a free ride
on a bus Wednesday to anywhere in the city.
The Transit Authority of
River City adopted the free
ride policy July 11. It gct its
first test Wednesday, a day
after the Jefferson County Air
Pollution Control District
issued the air pollution alert.
TARC drivers reported
wellfilled buses at 8 a.m., said
Carhart,
TARC
Bob
rharketing manager. But
there was no need to add
special buses, he said.
Carhart also said the TARC
travel service . number
reported an 85 percent increase in calls for schedule
information Tuesday night
and a 110 percent increase
Wednesday.
But he thinks it may be a
few days before people
become familiar with the free.ride policy and begin taking
advantage of it.

The alert marked the 22nd
full or partial day that ozone in
Jefferson
County's
atmosphere has
reached
unhealthful levels. And a
National Weather Service
forecast late Wednesday said
no change was in sight.
There were " four air
pollution alerts last summer.
But John Tate, administrative assistant with the
pollution control district, said
Wednesday that the frequency
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If You
Need Them:
fire....... . . 753-1441
Police
;753-1621
Enos
1534951,
Ambiance
753-9332
Hospital
Emergency
753-5131
Humane
Society
759-4141
Comprehensive
Care .
753-6622
Poison Control . 753-2588
Senior Citizens . 753-0929
Ileeiline
753-11B.
learn To Read . 753-2288
foster
Parenting. . . 153-5362
Airport
49-2414

Social Concerns
Committee and
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OF STYLE YEARS AGO.
DON'T YOU
ANT TO EYE
UP-IODATE ?

DEAR ABBY: After 25 years of marriage, my husband
walked out on me and I am happy about it! Al and I raised
six children..Wespent most of our lives moving around the
world, and I'm ready to settle down, but I don't think Al is.
When my father died (eight months ago) I began to
suspect there was something going on between Al and my
niece. (I'll call her Susie.) Susie was seen at the funeral
home hanging all over Al.
Then she sat there with her stockinged feet in his lap,
wiggling her toes!(Someone who didn't know me asked if
SHE was his wife.)
My son told me he stopped at Susie's house because he
saw his dad's car in front. He said he waited a very long
time for someone to open the door, then Susie showed up,
half-dressed with her hair all messed up. A few minutes
later his dad came out of the bedroom, looking like he had
just gotten out of bed.
I noticed that whenever Susie called, my husband-would
do whatever she asked, no matter what.(When one of our
kids wanted something, he was always too busy or too
tired.
He fixed Susie's car. He fixed her TV. He fixed her
stereo. And it's a good thing he fixed himself with a
vasectomy or he'd probably have fixed her that way, too.
If Al wants a divorce, he can have it. With all the
evidence I have, do you think I'm wrong for feeling as I do?
HAPPY IN HAMILTOVHIO

DEAR ABBY: Could you please tell me how to fight
blackmail? Once I went on vacation with a friend. He took
some Pictures of me that I wish I'd never posed for. At, the
time I was in love with him, so I didn't mind.
Since then, our-love has faded, and I've discovered that
he isn't the wonderful man I thought he was. Now he is
threatening to show the pictures around and ruin my
reputation if I don't give him money when his finances are
low.
I have given him quite a lot of money already, but he
keeps coming around asking for more. Don't tell me I'Was
foolish to have let such a thing happen. I know that. The
question is, what can I do about it now?
FOOLISH IN PHILLY
DEAR FOOLISH: See a lawyer. Better to pay a lawyer
once to protect you from a blackmailer, than to pay a
blackmailer indefinitely to protect your reputation
DEAR ABBY: Why can't mothers take the time to call
the home of a "strange" playmate who comes to visit?
My daughter was only 3 years old when some
youngsters helped her over the fence that surrounds our
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adjoining Wiggins
Furniture

759-4588
COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made trom any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents,8
x 10 $2.40. Past service.
Xrteratt, 118 South 12th.,
763-0035. Free_ Parking
lot, use our rear entrance.
-111C
7r"

When I discovered she was gone, I became hysterical,
and soon had the whole neighborhood driving up and down
the streets looking for her. Thank God we found her safe,
two blocks away —in the home of a child only slightly older
than she was. At 3, our daughter knew her name and
telephone number, but her playmate's mother never
bothered to ask her name, or find out if her mother knew
where she was.
I,
If a strange playmate comes to my house, I always ask,
"What is your naMe? Where do you live? Does your
• mother know wherer you are? When.do you have to be
ykona--thos.zuotJaar to.slouble..-cirs.1(
Please put this into your own words, Abby, and print it.
It could spare many a mother the terrifying nightmare of
having to hunt for her child after dark.
POCATELLO,IDAHO

WILT —
3a pound portable po erhorse does all the work

Hearing Aid
Service Center
9 a.m.-12:00 Noon
Friday,20th
Wallis Ilrug Stars
Murray,Ky.
Bolton, of Seaton
Benton,Ky. Ph.527-8463

NOTICE- TO BIDDERS
Coldwater Church of
'Christ is authorizing for
sale three old church
buildings to be removed
from property. Send
inquire or bid to Rt. 1,
Box 273, Murray, KY
42071 or call 489-2219,
489-2217, or 489-2145.
Occupational Licenses
Occupational hours due
Penalty Sept. 1,1978
Tobacco Products
Saft drink and ice cream
restaurant
Pool hall
Theaters
Also includes
Cigarette and cold drink.
machines

I

Swimming
Pools
Ky. Pools
442-9747
Paducah, Ky.

Western

1

BIBLE FACTS INC. —
Isaiah 55:6 states "Seek
ye the Lord while he
may be found, call ye
upon him while he is
near:" Now is the time
to seek GOD! Bible
Services Saturdays 3
P.M. to 4:30 P.M. Bible
answers or study
anytime. 759-4600.
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KONOMICALLY—
cleans the way
professionals do—at
a traction of the
YOU SAVE UP TO
$25.(10 PER ROOM

Rent for only $12.00•deg

11•1-Air Decor Stars
Bel-Air Gator

7).1-344)

WHAT WE DO best is
care. Needline, 753-6333.

Gene & Jo's
Will Be
Closed From

.1

July 24-!2
3 Card Of Thanks
WE WISH TO express our
sincere thanks for all of
the'kindness shown us in
the illness and death of
our husband, father, and
grandfather, Tilman
Armstrong. A special
thanks to Dr. P'Pbotend
all of the other doctors
and nurses on the second
floor of the MurrayCalloway
County
Hospital, staff in the
emergency room, the
comforting words of
Bro. Henry Hargis,
singers of Union Grove
Church of Christ, and
also all friends and
neighbors who helpedhy
sending
food
and
flowers, also the staff of
Max
H. Churchill
Funeral Home. May
God's blessings rest
upon each and everyone.
Lillie Armstrong and
family

,

•

Ina%

It's A Fact
Free Gift Wrapping
Jsa spectalty at
—trartilleteRverw12th & Poplar
753-1227
FREP PARKING'

I WISH to thank everyone
for the cards, visits
----tempttnntrratts:and MoT
my stay in the hospital.
Mrs. Rudolph Smith.
5 Lost And Found

DENR1POC.:;Year words are fine Thank you for: M& G COMPLETE
writing.
* GLASS COMPANY We.
-k
—
have expanded our
business to better serve
this community and in
Getting married? Whether you want a formal church
wedding or a simple do-your-owe-thing ceremony, get
doing so, we have moved
Abby's new booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
to a new location at 816,
Send $1 and a long, stamped 128 eental self-addressed
7
C5o31d7ater
,080
Road, Phone
envelope to Abby: 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Mille, Cole
40212
r
•
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"A SHOP TO
REMEMBER" .
Sale
Bedspreads
15% Off
All Pictures
and Many
Wicker Items
Discounted
Come See UsI
64liter%

ether "eir-it-yorrself"
seethed deans carpets es...

FREE

salvo
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J. P.
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By Abigail Van Buren
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Rather the actual culprit is
the weather — stagnant air
masses in particular. If one of
those air masses becomes
lodged over a city — such as
occurred this week in
Louisville — even the smallest
amount of pollutants could
eventually accumulate to
alert status.

CLASSIFIED ADS!

DEAR HAPPY: Not in my book.
0
111
6.1
0
:31,0

- and duration of alerts are not
a true indication of a region's
air quality.

'bf

MALE BLACK Labrador
Retriever., Reward
offered,..753442
Irm•
FOUND
SUM
OF
MONEY in paper clip in
College Courts area.
Must be able to identify.
Call 7674154.

•

.41
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unu WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
5 lost And Found
$25 REWARD for purse
that was taken our of
Ford Pinto at Nies
Trailer Park Saturday
a night. Keep Money but
return
purse
with
papers. No questions
asked: Oa 7594849.
6 Help Wanted
X-RAY
TECEINICIAN,
registered, needed
immediately. Contact
Personnel Office,
Community
Hospital,
206 West South Street,
Mayfield, KY • 42066,
02.247-5211.

UNATTACHED LADY to
live in arid care for
unattachedinvalid lady.
Home. and salary.. 7591661.

NEED MATURE woman
to it in my home for 2
small children. Hours 92. Monday through
Thursday. Please call
753-9501.

MANAGER -TECHNI-exCIAN. Rapidly
panding multiple table
TV system operator has
an immediate opening
for a self-motivated
manager - teChnician
Excellent benefits and
growth
opportunities.
Should have at least 2
years of hands-on table
TV construction and
maintenance experience. Please reply
s to Box 3867, Evansville
IND. 47736, Siting salary
requirements. Equal
Opportunity Employer.

TEACHER
NEEDS
dependable person to
clean house. Must have
own transportation. Call
- 753-9689
RECEPMEDICAL
TIONIST for family
physician in Murray,
experience
Secretary
required; medical office
experience
helpful.
Good pay. Send typed
letter and resume including salary history to
P.O. Box 32 P, Murray.

5 acres,3 bedroom mobile home,and older house
located in New Providence area. Beautiful
building site with enough land for privacy. Hard
to find this type of property only $15,750.

WELL ESTABLISHED
BUSINESS for sale due
to health reason. For
information write D-12,
Fox Meadows, Murray,
/Cy 42071.

SCHOOL TEACHER
needs babysitter in
home for '78-'79 school
year. References
-required. 753-4745.
HELP WANTED. Apply
, in person at Rib Shack.
753-4171.

.
Very nice older home in Hazel-Nicely landscaped lot. Freshly. painted and termite inspected. Ideal for starter, retirement or rental
home. Only $13,900.

BRIDAL SHOP furnishing a complete line
for the bride to be.
_Located southeast Mo.
city. Real buy. Contact
Byerfinder,
Sikeston,
Mo.

FULL TIME DESIGNER
needed. 'Must have
experience. Send
resume to P.0. Box 32N.

Looking to the future? Here is a 3 bedroom brick
located near town in neighborhood of nice homes
butzoned business for the future. $20,500.

Productive fami-83 acres plus outbuildings and
mobile home. Current tobacco crop of 1.2 acres
will go to buyer. See at $88,500.

BODY SHOP in basement
on private half acre,
approximately 3 miles
from town. Call 753-0945
or 1-615-232-6943.

WANTED
WAITRESS
Apply in person Sykes
Cafe, 100 Maple Street,
Murray

NEED BABYSITTER for
infant Morning light
housework. Need own
transportation. Send
references to Rt. 7, Box
140.

How's this for a small investment? 3 bedroom
home. in nice quiet neighherhood, large lot with
- ,garden spot-. Presently rented -at $150.00 mo.
priced at $14.000 ,

10 Business Opportunity

6 Help Wanted

6 Help Wanted

STATION ATTENDANT
needed. Apply at X-Cel
Oil Co., 403 Sycamore.

PARTY
PLAN
SUPERVISOR
MERRIC-MAC
toy
parties has opening for
supervisors
and
demonstrators in your
area. Quality merchandiseH_ighest
commission. No in'HELPINGTEOPLE,LSOUR 131;SINE'
EVENINGS
vestment, delivering or
collection. Call Ann
Marie Hicks 759-1056
Lou Ann Philpot 753-6843
Baxter collect 319-556Nelson Shroat 759-1716
8881 or write MERRICMAC,
Dave McGinnis 753-8538
Box
1277,
Sam Harris 753-8061
s Dubuque, Iowa 52001.

12 Insurance

Weather
the
storm

FOR SALE most any type
of decorative rock,
white, pea gravel, or
brown. Also for sand,
lime, or driveway rock
call or' see Roger
Hudson, 753-6763 or 7534545.

505 Man'. Stnset

753-5842

Who financed
our new pick-up?

MFA Insurance;
that's Who!

Ronnie Ross
110 Mani
1530189

A REAL nice naugahyde
couch, makes a bed,
bittersweet color. Will
trade for antique of
GIRLS 26" bicycle,
simijar value.
manual typewriter. Call
49'2-8374.
„/
14 Want To Buy
10 HP ELECTRIC start
WANT TO buy used Gym
36" rut riding mower.
Set. Call 436-2742 after
good condition. Call 7530026.
6:00.

,PEA SHELLERS,..does a
bushel in 30 minutes,
$9.88. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.

Joe Sledd
Agency

15 Articles For Sale

* 15. Articles For Sala

MANS THREE SPEED
bike and solid cherry ,
bed. Phone 7594706. ,

15.Articles For Sale

With Crop-Hail Insurance.
Protect the value of
your growing crops
from the devastating
effects of hail.
Stop by today

15 Articles For Sale

BENNETT
AND CHIMNEYS, all fuel,
LAST WEEK to order
ASSOCIATES. Group' - triple wall pipe, 6" x
World
Bopk
30",
$17.88.
Installat
Enioa
Insurance
Specialists
cyclopedia and have
kit, $26.95. Wallin
serving West Kentucky
them before school
Hardware,Paris.
Tennes-sie.
and
starts, 753-5526.
Representing GOLDEN
RULE LIFE INS. CO. WEEDY
WEEDEATERS, Model
Phone 753-7273
AL ,1114111
F"
UM NYS
1.19
P
500 or 597, $43.99. Wallin M111.1111
1- bawl WNW Poway
Hardwar
e,
Paris.
1
•
kivrey
ado(
13.For Sale Or Trade

WANT TO BUY STANDING timber. Will pay
top prices percentage or
acre. Call 4984757.

The Nelson Shroat Co.,REALTORS
159-1107

12 Insurance

FREEZER BEEF choice
grain fed-aged beef.
Front quarter,85 cents a
pound, whole of half 95
cents a pound, hind
quarter. $1.05' a pound
hanging weight. Food
Stamps accepted. We
custom
also
do
slaughtering,
Paris
Meat Processing, 6428201 off 641. One mile
north di - Paris. on old
Murray Road.
WE BUY AND SELL used
air conditioners. Dill.
Electric, 753-9104 or 7531551.
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15 Articles For Sale

Used Furniture

1St SUSINISSMAIll CSOKI 1011 ION
HIM TING

ANT.19
excell
759-I

Hodge 8. Son, Inc.
2055. 51*

102 N. 416 - 753-5317
.41818111010. Aprim.

FOR SA
Wilson
plastic
4'x12'
ft. Ca
at 10
West
1203 St

Small Refrigerator

1 - Itoffsfo WW1 •
1 - Loris Poway sag.
1 - WWII 1943 Posey
1- W. I. Powslos
Beer* 19241 wi
I. Wood's Micisol
1 • 0 WWI Peony IS yrs.
1 • 194415 Poway(ow)
1 • Rare 1940.0 Sad
OW* Pasty
1 - Mist Poway 25 yrs. -.
Plot Free two NI
Phi OW fres Gift
Pin Ow Fro. Iltedoire
Seed $3.115 mil .25 Pottage

CROWN
range,
excelle
1 year
p.m.

is

JIM DeN111110 & CO.
s to• ows Yinowirt
knows., Ps. ISM

REPOS4ESSED GE sideby-side refrigerator sold
in December only $28
per month, W.A.C. Call
Goodyear Service Store,
12th & Glendale, 7530595.

FOR SALE: 16 CC
Sinkers-50 lb. box
$12.95. Styrofoam Insulation'2"4x8 $2.40, 1"
9x8 $4.80. Particle Board
'2" 4x8 $3.75, ss" 4x8
$4.25. Plywood '2" 4x8
15' RUNABOUT boat and
$6.75, 5 " 4x8 $8.00.
small stainless steel
Exterior Siding 4x8 $7.00
chest type deep freezer's-•-•• & up.---ShingleS No. 1
753-6206.
$18.75 per sq. Shower
Stalls
$125.00
ea.
TWO WHEEL garden
Paneling 80 selections of
tractor and equipment.
4x8 sheets from $2.75 to,.
Call 753-0566. _
-‘, _$11,00. Vanities from-. $45.00 and up. Vinyl
CONTEMPORARY
Floor Coveri4$2.50 yd.
console stereo, antique
6' Wide. Cedar` Closet
interior shutters, anLining
4x8
$4.50.
tique hutch top with
Fiberglas Seconds for glass doors, chairs, 2
trailers, awnings &
antique dressers, old, carports from
$.13 to
cabinet,
and
$.28 per sq. ft. New load
miscellaneous. 503 S. 6th
of used 'office desks, &
after 8
chairs. New load of
doors $5.00 & up. New
load of plesiglas $1.20
Just received another
per sq. ft. & up. Ross &
load of school desks'
Tuck Salvage Mdse.,
from $1 to $3.50 also
Inc: Hwy. 45, 1 Mi. So.
si x
manual
Martin, Tn. Phone: 587typewriters, r.efrigera.
2420 Martin, Tn. 38237.
tors
and
Open oe Sat. until 3:00
stoves
arriving
p.m.
everyday.
Got 5 water coolers.
FOR SALE,20 sheets new
Murray Ford Tractor,
walnut paneling $5 per
520 S. 4th,759-4895.
sheet. 754-3704.

For Home,
Office
Camper, etc.

While they last
(less Stand)

Appl
Sal
641 N.

Keivinator

FOR

Air Conditioners

items,
desk,
table,
sword,
5281.

18,000; 20,000; 23,000 I.T.U.
Going

cosT

at

Plus
Freight

_

Bar-B-Que Grills
Cost Iron
(Only three left!)

COST

Plus
Freight

T. V.Service
Center

PLEASING PRICE

LIVING IS EASY

ALE

•KOPPERUD
REALTY

7531222
'SOLO

SWEET AND LOW

Yes, it will be easy thin' when you buy this
Older home priced to sell fast in Hazel. Home is
colonial 4 bedroom home and 10 rolling acres.
in very good condition and has had recent
Home was completely renovated3 years ago and
redecoration and addition of insulation. Very
has lovely brick fireplace in large kitchen-den, 2 economical utility bills and
excellent bargain
baths and lots of space throughout. Acreage , at $14,900.
is fenced, good stock barn, stable and other outbuildings. A rare opportunity to purchase.lhat
SUMMER SPECIAL
country estate you've always dreamed of Get ready to move into one of
Murray's sharpest
owning.
and most spacious homes This home has three
bedrooms, 2 large baths, fireplace and kitchen
A SIXTH SENSE?
with breakfast area. Economical central gas
Yes, a sense of pride in owning this extra sharp 3 heat and central air, a private patio
and an inbedroom brick home on the West side of Murray. tercom for someting extra. It would be
our
Keep cool this summer and cozy next winter with pleasure to show this home to you 50's Price just
central heat and air. Attached garage & covered reduced.
concrete patio, attractive carpeting, wallpaper
JUST LISTED
and paneling throughout home This will sell
3 BEDROOM CHARMER
fast' Phone us today 30's
Three bedroom brick home with central heat and
air, lovely landscaped lawn, fenced backyard,
HOUSE AND 147 ACRES
wooden deck and lots of other pleasant features
Located near Kentucky Lake and having TVA in this dream home.
Just outside of city limits
frontage, this is an opportunity to own your and pricedin the 30's.
private farm with easy access to swimming,
IMMEDIATE POSSESSION
boating and fishing on beautiful Kentucky Lake.
Home is very attractive and is situated on lovely Drive down Main Street and take.a look at this
wooded lot. Also a restorable log house is on impressive 2-story home. Lots le living area
which includes 4 bedrooms, study, dining room,
property: Phorte-trefeeall.thelletails,
dere-living-peon, plant room,.basemeritand cenIII

For Fast Resells On The Sale Of Your Home,
List With Koppered
COMMEROAL BUILDING
IN DOWNTOWN MURRAY
Located at the corner of 3rd and Main Streets
and known as the Wallis Grocery Building,this is
an excellent location for any retail business.
Priced realistically at only $22,500. Phone our office for more details

INVESTMENT PROPERTY
Three bedroom home and 2 bedroom mobile
home on 2L2 acres. City water, septic system has
capacity for 6. mobile home hook-ups. Located
2"2 miles East of Murray city limits. Price
reduced to $30,000.

SMART STYLE--SMART BUY
"Quality plus" best describes this new 3
bedroom, 2 bath home located in Hazel.
Fireplace with beatalator, built-in appliances,
custom built cabinets, heat pump, therrnopane
_vandaw.5 4e.onitifew of the quality features of
'
o iiiTgtir-3trx7
'' is tr

Ph. 753-1222
(24 Hour Phone) .
711 Main
White House Building

KOPPERUD
REALTY

MAYTA
dryer,
perfec
than 2
new
Lady
washe
Call 7

Of vui
on
Furni
18 Sew

See The Friendly Folks At Kopperud Realty

F

WEST
free
refrig
radio
$30. C

Control Chopping ciatior 753-5845

FOR REAL SERVICE IN REAL ESTATE

Charming 2 bedroom home near KentuclorvkAce.
Home has attractive kitchen-den combination,
lovely fireplace in the living room, new wall-towall carpeting, new drapes and a sharp new look
NEAR UNIVERSITY
throughout. Priced at only $14,500. Don't delay
A single-family home with 3 or 4 bedroomg;
phone today on this bona fide bargain.
baths, living room, kitchen-dining room comCOUNTRY ESTATE
bination. utility room, or a two family house with
An ideal-home for the large family. Five separate entrances. Also a lovely fenced-in yard,
bedrooms, 2'7 baths, large family room with plus an extra large garage and workshop or
built-in bOokshelves, large recreation room 124 x storage building. Low 40's.
14 fireplace in living room, abundant storage
areas, located 627 miles from Murray,additional
LAKE LIVING
acreage may be purchased. Priced in the 50's.
Extremely attractive A-Frame home near KenFISH A LOT?
tucky Lake. Lovely landscaping and manicured
•
lawn. Franklin stove in family room, large conBUY A LOT.
On beautiful Lake Barkley, five Minutes by boat crete patio and wooden deck. Priced in the 20's.
se•
from Barkley Lodge. One of the most unique and
LAKE PROPERTY
scenic locations anywhere from this PanorargiC
peninsula. Choice waterfront lots available at 2 Bedroom home in Pine Bluff Shores. Home is
reasonable prices. Lots also for sale on Kentucky situated on waterfront lot with lovely view of
Kentucky Lake. Priced at only $18,500! Don't
,Lake.
delay-pho
rte us-today-en-this fineproperty,SUMMERTIME AND THE

16 Horn

Used Appliances
Used T.V.'s

INVESTMENT PACKAGE

Located on quiet street near the universityquaint 2 bedroom bungalow with large fireplace,
wood-beamed ceilings and lots of charm
SUMMER SURPRISE
throughout. ALSO garage apartment building
Lovely and unique home on private 3 acre
with 2 rental units-each bringing in good rate of
wooded tract west of Murray. Home has
return. This entire package priced at 829,000.
breathtaking 27' x 25' greatroorp with fireplace
and hardwood plank floors. Electric Heat Pump, Don't delay on this one - phone us today!
all modern conveniences plus a rustic, comfortable design add up to a pleasant life style for
WANT TO MOVE UP AND OUT?
you. Don't-let this opportunity pass you by. New
listing in prestigious Oaks Estates. If
you
Phone us today for more information.
want a house that is different from
your neighbors, see this one, Three beautiful
MOBILE HOMES
bedrooms,
We have recently listed 2 exceptionally neat and large bathrooms, stereo intercom, heat pump
attractive mobile homes. One is located in the and a large upstairs game room. All this plus
Almo area on a double lot, has extra'room ad- fireplace, extra storage and well decorated - call
dition and covered concrete carport. The other is us and let us show you this one.
located East of Murray and the price has just
been reduced $2,500 for a fast sale. Check these
KEYED TO CONVENIENCE
out right away!
Immaculate 3 bedroom, 2 bath home with central heat and air, den with fireplace,
attached
SUCCESSFUL BUSINESS
garage..Attracjive design and decor
throughout.
Grocery-Gas Station with excellent income Extra, Fitra: large modem workshop
building
Weibel located on busy Highway 94, 12 miles with concrete floor and 220 wiring. Quality
home
Good value. Priced in the high 30's.
from Murray near Kentucky Lake. Store has
thriving fresh produce business, greenhouse for
plant and flower sales, fishing equipment and
HOUSE AND 6 ACRES
bait sales, trucks for transporting produce. This
Here is that rare home-buying opportunity of
_is_a_wel17established business and. an excellent
good home plus acreage plus close-to-town
income producer. All operating figures furnished
location at a reasonable price. Three bedroom
upon request.
brick home with central heat and air and low
utility bills. Lots of the great outdoors with apple
55 ACRES
Located just off Highway 280, approximately 5'7 trees, garden spots and outside building suitable
miles from Murray. Approximately 30 tendable for horse stable or storage. Phone us right away!
acres fronting on black top road.

FALLING PRICE

SUMMERTIME ELEGANCE
If unique is what you seek, we have it. This 3story, 5 bedroom home has_all the extras-Marble
fireplace, built-in appliances, spiral stairways,
central_ vacuum and intercom, custom made
4.•drapes throughout. This is that "dream home"
you have been waiting for.

NEAR KENTUCKY LAKE
Large year-round home ft; wooded setting.
Approximately 2700 square feet of living area in this
impressive home wijh walk-out basement. Central heat and air, 2 fireplaces with heatalators,
extra 2-car garage with boat shed and workshop,
large screened back porch and quality conrurtinn t hroughouL___
_

This could be the place you are looking for -Property is zoned for business, but could be just
a lovely home within two blocks of the courthouse, 4 bedroom brick, 2 bath, study, living
room and dining rrfom combination with woodburning filace, also large kitchen including
range, refWerator, disposal and dishwasher.
Price reduced to $31,000.

BUILDING LOTS

SING
& Se
Model
19
BUSH
4',$
7',
Equip
west
Call
FOR
toma
2126.

yn

45
tracto
Price
8178.

TRUC
Delux
dard,
prot
gate
stainl
Vinson
4892.
20 Spi
TWO
trailer
top bo
753-1
1962 23
150 hp
$3000
small
value.
ONE B
excell
,wench
call 75
1977 R
metal
Evinr
or 753
14' M
boat,.
trolli
Call
or c
Frank
Street

We have listed several choice
building_ lots,
wooded and unwooded. Two of these lots
are in
Riverwood Subdivision at the Southern edge
of
town. Price reduced and owner wants offer.

venings a : Harry Patterson-492-830?'
George Callagher-753-8129
Bin Raibarn-759-4900
Geri Andersen-753-7932
Bill Koppetud-753-I 222

cer
fire
gar
$11
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ANTIQUE IRON bed
FOR
SALE:
1977
FOR SALE a lot and
excellent condition. Call
aluminum 17 ft. Run-A759-1078 after 4 p.m.
trailer furnished and a
Bout Bow Rider with
big living room added on
walk-thru
windshield,
FOR SALE, formica and
and all newly painted. in
1977 Johnson 85 hp Tilt
Wilson art, lamenated
Hardin,$2800. 753-6791.
and Trim motor, less
plastic, sizes 2'x4'• -than 10 hours use and
4'x12' at 50 cents per sq.
12x60 5TH Avenue, air
1977 Holsclaw trailer,
ft. Cabinet door hinges
conditioned and partly
vinyl top, bow, aft and
at 10 cents per pair.
furnished, underpinned
side ciirtains, cost new
West Ky. Cabinet Co.,
with tie down straps.
over $5,000 inust sell for
1203 Story Avenue.
753-5233 after 6 p.m.
$3,800. Cajl 354-8920.
CROWN DELUXE gas
range, harvest gold,
1976 MODEL 14574 :real
BALDWIN PIANOS and
excellent condition, used
nice mobile
organs, used pianos.
1 year. 489-2773 after 5
completely furnished i51it
Lonardo Piano Co.,
large lot located on East
P•m•
across from Post OffHighway. Call 753-8422.
ice, Paris, TN.

ator

P9

Freezers 8.
Room Air
Conditioners

95

While they last
(Less Stand)

West Ky.
Appliance Center
Sales & Service
441 N.

753.4471

FOR SALE, quality
items, electric stove,
desk, lamps, oriental
table, massage table,
sword, white fabric, 7535281.

ners

00 B.T.U.
Plus
Freight

WESTINGHOUSE frost
free
17
cu.
ft.
refrigerator, $100. FM
radio antenna outside,
$30. Call 753-6724.
MAYTAG WASHER and
dryer, harvest gold,
perfect condition, less
than 2 years old, $625,
new price $375. Sears
Lady Kenmore dishwasher, avocado, $100.
Call 753-5487.

t!)

tio
r

16 New
Patterns
Of vinyl cushion floor
on sale at Wiggins
Furniture,641 North.

MUSIC LESSONS: immediate openings for
piano, organ, or voice
lessons.
Experienced
teaching with degrees in
music. Private lessons
age 6 and up - beginners to advanced.
Rental purchase plan on
organ.
piano
and
'Clayton, Dixieland
Shopping Center, 7537575.
MUSIC
KIMBALL
601
CENTER
Broadway, Paducah,
Ky. Across from Irving
Cobb Hotel. Ph. 443-3879.
Shop if you like, but
check our prices. Open
late Friday nights.

- large ,selection
available, -eiritalpurchase plan available.
Selection - quality price cannot be beat
anywhere. Shop for
yourself and see. Open
til
8:00.
Friday's
Claytons, Dixieland
Shopping Center, 7537575. .

FREE
Inspection

SINGER GOLDEN Touch
de Sew Deluxe Zig-Zag,
Model 630. Call 753-9819.

:KAGE

• the universityh large fireplace,
lots of charm
artment building
ig in good rate of
Iriced at $29,000.
s today!

AND OUT?

cs Estates. If you
from your neighiutiful bedrooms,
•rom, heat ,pump
m. All this plus
dl decorated - call

BUSH HOG type mowers,
4',$295; 5%6325; 6',5475;
Kough
$650.
7',
Equipment, 10 miles
west of Murray on 94.
Call 381-2207.
FOR ME'tobacco ana
tomato sticks. Call 4892126.

yD

45 Allis Chalmers
tractor with equipment.
Price reduced. Call 492
8178.

TRUCK TOOL BOX.
Deluxe, $92.50. Standard, $85.00. Truck bed
protectors, $75.00. Tail
gate Protectors,
stainless steel, $15.
Vinson Tractor Co. 7534892.

NIENCE

h home with cenreplace, attached
decor throughout.
forkshop building
ing. Quality home
h 30's.

CRES

ig opportunity of
us close-to-town
!. Three bedroom
and air and low
tdoors with apple
building suitable
ne us right away!

IICE

are looking for s, but could be just
docks of the courbath, study, living
ination with woodkitchen including
I and dishwasher.

/TS

Ice building, lots,
f these lots are in
Southern edge of
• wants offer.

•
•

Kelley's
Termite
& Pest
Control

TWO WHEEL utility
trailer, aluminum car
top boat and motor. Call
753-1261.
1962 23' OWENS cruise,
150 hp Mercruise engine,
$3000 or will trade for
smaller boat of equal
value. 474-2788.
ONE BOAT TRAILER,
excellent condition with
,wench and trailer hitch.
call 753-8119 or 753-6209.

100 Sort* 13th
Phone 753-3914
In Business Over
30 Years
Certtfied By EPA

MICROWAVE
stainless steel
interior, cooks, browns,
and defrosts, $199.95.
Wallin Hardware,Paris.

HARP

ALARMS,
SMOKE
battery operated by
Water Pik, $16.88.
Wallin Hardware,Paris.
FIREPLACE - ENCLOSURES with glass
doors and wire mesh
draw screen, all sizes
and finishes, $64.99.
Wallin Hardware,Paris.

8892 after 5 p.m.

1b,500 BTU Frigidaire air
conditioner, good
condition, $175. 753-6319
6319.

SECTION 236 Federal
housing, 2 BR unfurnished apartments.
Apply in person at
Murray Manor, Office,
Duiguid Road. Call 7538668.
APARTMENT NEAR
University, couple only,
4275 including utilities.
'Available August 10,4365479.
RE-DECORATED
country hOme, electric heat, city water, couple,
garage, garden, no pets,
references,753-7551.
•

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-4758

.FOR RENT, 2 bedroom
trailer, Shady Oaks. 4892533.
1, 2, and 3 BR 10, 12, and
14 ft. wide; central air,
shady lots, new furniture. Call 753-5209
after 6. Shady Oaks.
THREE BR trailer east of
Almo, $60 per month.
7534791.
MOBILE EMMES and
` Mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
WANT PASTURE for 4
horses. Call 753-7619.

TOMATO JUICER, no
peeling, no coring,, no
Wallin
pre-cooking.
Hardware,Paris.

FOR RENT,one bedroom
apartment, - stove,
refrigerator, and water
furnished, 1414 Vine. •

1709 Farmer Ave.
Sat., July 22
Sam.- 5 p.m.
Baby's and children's
clothes,
items
playpen, toys, many
more...
Glassware, some furniture, drapes, old botmiscellaneous
tles,
items.. Jots of junk.
A "MUST" Sale •
For The Economically
minded person

701 West9th, Owensboro, Ky. 42301

PHONE
502-685-4961

YARD SALE, Saturday,
July 22 from 8 a.m. - 8
p.m., 2'-2 miles out of
Murray on Old Salem
Road. Follow signs.

HOUSEHOLD
SALE.
Owner leaving town. See
items- at 207 Spruce
Street.

In Keniana, setting on 3 large wooded lots, is a
neat 2 BR home, green house, built-ins, washerdryer hook up, cent. gas heat, Franklin
Fireplace, and much much more.

JUST LISTED
Keniana Home, 2 BR, 2 bath, with built-ins,
washer-dryer hook-up, large fireplpce
wTheatolator, cent. elec. heat and much more.

1111111611/itiMMINI

NINE PIGS for sale, $275.
Phone 437-4669 after 4:30.
p.m.
.
.

AKC REGISTERED
Collie pups, 3 females,
$50 with (papers, $25
withoUt papers.Call 4988231.

LAWN SLAE Friday and
Saturday, July 21-22, 8,
a.m. to 7 p.m all kinds
of household items,
20'2-2 2's
womens
clothes, baby items,
.avon bottles,., ijicknacks, 507 Beale Street.
FOUR PARTY garage
sale, toys, furniture,
--boys and girls clothes,
housewares, glassware
items, 1607 Catalina
Drive, Just off S. 16th St.
Friday, July 21, 9-5 and
Saturday, July 22, 7 till
dark.

CARPORT SALE, Baby
bed., stroller, toys,
childrens clothes, lawn
mower,
vaccum
cleaner,bike most items
25 cents. Saturday, 7
a.m.- 2 p.m.:, 1613 Ryan.
CARPORT SALE, 1511
Storey, estate household
goods, antique Duncan
Phyfe sofa, wash stand,
baby bed, books, pictures,glass, bric-a-brac.
'Friday and Saturday,
8 to 6.

JUST LISTED
Setting on 3 large wooded lots in Lake Forrest we
have this deluxe, year round,3 BR 142 bath brick
home. Its unique energy efficient fireplace with
the heatolator hooked into its central heating
unit is just one of the many features this home
has to offer.
On a large wooded lot in Lake Forrest we have...
this elegant, 2 story gambrel roof design, 3 BR 2
bath home. Built-ins, extra large living room and
kitchen, Franklin Fireplace, and the owners has
a- recently "reduced" its price!

2021 GATESBOROUGH
Circle, Saturday from 85, childrens toys,
clothes, chairs, mattress, other clothes,
chest Of drawers, lawn
mower, TV, party is
moving.
YARD SALE, Friday and
Saturday, It a.m. to
dusk, 2.2 miles North of
•121 Bypass on 16th extended. Mptorcycle,
infants, girls, boys to
size 7, Men VW %Omen,
clothes, hoop walker,
infants swing, much

GARAGE CLOTHING
SALE, Saturday 8-4,
women, girls, coats,
suits, slacks, tops,
different sizes, all
seasons. 1506 London
Drive, Cantebury.
YARD SALE. Saturday
from 7:30 -?, 507
Whitnell, furniture,
toys, clothing, high
chair, stroller, lots of
odds and ends.
SIX PARTY ,ard sale at
608 S. 9th Friday and
Saturday.

Well kept well, built, on a quiet and beautiful
street, this pretty home is in move-in condition.
Setting on a large 75'x43' wooded lot. A 3 BR
-brick home with approx 1600 sq. ft. large closets,
a 1 and 2 car carport w-storage, washer and
dryer hook-up, disposal, dishwasher, workshop,
are just a few of the many extras. Shown by appointment only.

"IT'S SUMMERTIME AND
THE LIVING IS EASY"
In this lake home located in Pirates Cove Sub. on
Jonathan Creek w/boat ramp, Marina, golf course, swimming pool,, tennis courts, airport rights.
This is a complete vacation dream. home
package. Call us today for more information.

CHOICE LAKE FRONT LOTS!!!
Just listed. .122 ft. of lake frontage on Cypress
Creek, this is a large lakefront lot in a-choice
location.
3.12 Acres joining Keniana Sub. w/large factorybuilt building. Water Sr electricity on the lot No
restrictions.

3 excellent lake front lots, on the main lake wdeep water,in Pine Bluff Shores, all on blacktop
street w-community water available.

17 Acres WL located on Bloodriver Church Road
close to Keniana Sub.

Large wooded lake front lot on a point, located in
Coppie Hollow Sub.

23 Wooded acres, Hwy. 94 Frontage, close to
Kenlake State Resort Park.

Call-Vs for more information on these fine lots,
we also have listed several choice building sites
in Panorama, Keniana, and other lake subdivisions.

Choice Corner lot in Westwood Sub., located on
Oak Hill Drive, a perfect building site.

We rebuild hydraulic and air equipment We have
high pressure hoses and fittings.
Hwy. 1346 off 84 East

436-2788
Weekends & Evenings Call:
Joe Kennon 436-5676
Bud Nall 153-4868
Pam Marity 753-8624
Don Tucker 753-1930

Nornbuckle Barber Shop
209 Walnut Street
NEW OFFICE NOUNS
-Monday-Friday -7:30-2:30 ,Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
PRICE SHAVE $1.25
PRICE HAIR MIT$1.50
CALL 753-4013

... HAS SOMETHING
FOR EVERYONE

JUST REDUCED - 3 bedroom, 1T/2 both mobile
home that has never been lived in. On Highway
280, 200 x 100 lot with good deep well and septic
system, $12,500.

BARKLEY LAKE
Two level, 5 bedroom brick, two full
ceramic baths, huge utility room, 2
fireplaces,_ fully carpeted, kitchen with
-biiiiit-kasy.laroaclat-iika-car......Lietictgarage with nice guest apartment above.
-.0%/trier has other interergr Price
$110,000.

YARD SALE, July 21 and
22. Complete bee hive,
canning and freezing
containers, much more.
407 S. 8th.

In Cass Of Plain
Sale Will Is Postponed

BULL TERRIERS,
.Chows, Golden
Retrievers, and Scotties: Ducklings, Geese,
KING AUTOMATIC wood
Cock-a-tills, 'Old Yeller
heaters, deluxe porDog Food, 8. Dogwell
celain cabinet, cast iron
Magazine, Paradise
grates, brick lines,
Kennels, 753-4106_
$199.95_ Wallin Hardware, Paris.

PRESSURE CANNERS,
polishfd
heavy
aluminum. Holds -111
pints, 7 quarts, or 4 half
gallons, $43.95. Wallin
Hardware,Paris..

A
FOR
LOOKING
bargain in a 25" color
, TV? Just received a
1977 RUNABOUT r
100
of
shipment
6 hp
metal flake with.
Four
TV.
Magnavox
Evinrude. Call'1,753-7136
have damaged cabinets,
or 753-670
with
perfect
TV's
"%----e.umplete new warranty.
14' MAX RAFT?
Trucking company loss
boat,.313 hp(tryst& nd
trolling motor, $1500. -"'is your gain. Come in
and make an offer.
Call 759-1941 after 4 p.m.
Clayton's formerly J&B
or can be seen at
Music, Dixieland
Frank's Garage on 4th
Center, Murray, KY.
Street. •

and
Saturday 8-4.
Dishes, clothes, canning
jars, curtains, old
records, miscellaneous.
106 N. 17th.
toolimmaimr-

FOR SALE, -15 polled
Hereford cows, 12
DOUBLE WIDE mobile 'winter_ calve,
home for Sale, 753-9422
registered Polled bull,
or 753-9706.
all young cows and
breed. back, $800. 75312 x 60 TWO BR with
3625.
separate Utility room.
753-1335 or 49-2774.
COCK-A-P00 PUPPIES
'UNFURNISHED
for sale, $25. Call 753owners must sell 197
3197.
Skyline, 14x70. Call 492-

-LOCAL PERSON wants a
small private apartinent, "1 BR near
University. Wilting to fix
up. Call E. H. Lax or
Debbie Patton at 7535286.

Ohio Valley Real Estate

1

on
home
mobile
beautifully landscaped
3,4 acre lot. This home is
in excellent condition
with many extras.
miles
Located about
out of Murray just off 94
E. on Hwy. 280 about 11'2
miles. First gravel road
past East Elementary,
third mobile home on
the left. Can be seen
after 5 p.m. and all day
weekends.

NICE FURNISHED 1 BR
apartment. Inquire 100
S. 13th.

/bedroom at 302 N. 17th with carport, $32,000.
8 Bedroom home on Sharpe Street. New kitchen,
gas heat. This is INCOME producing property,
547 SOO.

1
2 bath, '2 car garage
3 Bedroom, 2/
Gatesborough, must be seen to be appreciated
_

63 Asresille,..Csrmel-fiere,

New 3 BR brick, 2 bath, with fireplace, priced to
sell, in Maplewood-Subdivision one mile from
'city limits.
John Loflis-436-2294

Commercial property at 804 Coldwater Road. Would
make good profession& office. Has circle drive and
alai! portivevtifelmeq,

+.•

•

1.1.1.,• AU....

,
Clara Humphrey- 753-2403

Brick and wood home with 3 large bedrooms and
2/
1
2 baths. Home has gas heat also a fireplace, 9
Closets and a great room 20'x28'. This home has
.ltaown"firr and burglar alarm system $73,500.
A

Pete Waldrop-753-7249

H. T. Waldrop-753-1390
Broker

•
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41 Public Sales

41 Public Sites
THREE PARTY yard
sale at 902 Pogue, Quilts.
quttt tops, afgans,
-canning jars, dishes.
jewelry.
- materials,
bedspread and curtains,
laundry tubs, milk cans,
clothes MI sizes, tire
chains, car tools, and
small electric motors.
CARPORT SALE. 816 N.
19th, July 21 di 22, 84.
Dishes, antiquess, bed,
reels,
fishing
clothing, odds and ends,
no junk,
FIRST TIME yard sale,
furniture, miscellaneous
- clothing, dishes, toys,
sheets and spreads,
bicycles. many -other _
items, Friday. 8 a.m. to
5._ p.m., 316 Woodlawn.
YARD SALE. Clothes
7 - 1 -2 ,
sizes
1609
miscellaneous.
Miller, 9-6, Friday and
Saturday. July 21 and 22.
YARD SALE, Saturday,
July 22, 3 p.rw.---till 7
p.m., Hwy 121 West of
Coldwater. In case of
rain will be next
Saturday.

POTPOURI SALE
American Legion Hall
Friday July 21, 10 a.m.
till? Come and see.

SNUG AS A Bug in a
Rug...You'll enjoy the
feeling of contentment
in this neat 2 BR, 1 bath
home in Almo. A great
arter home with large
ard and priced to sell at
$14,500. for an appointment call Loretta
.1 ohs Realtors at 753-1492
or 753-2249.

FOR SALE, by owner:
acres '7 mile south of
Wiseharts
Grocery.
Good well and pump,
dandy little farm. Call
James, Bob, or Jimmy
at 753-7668 or 753-2394.

•
WE HAVE'JUST listed a
reasonably priced two
bedroom home in a
central location. This is
in the vicinity of 6th and
Vine Street close to
shopping downtown
school, and hospital. the
home includes the
drapes, refrigerator,
stove, and dishwasher.
Call
JOHN
C.
NEUBAUER,
REALTOR, 206 N. 4th
St.. 753-0101 or 753-7531
to see this good buy.

Professional Services
With The Enmity TouchBEAUTIFUL BUILDING SITE. Almost it
miles past Mt:Carmel
Church 2 acres of land.
It is perfect for you if
you enjoy wildlife.
Very private and
priced to sell. Only
$4,000. Boyd-Majors
Real Estate, 105 N.
12th

HONES
FOR SALE

Purdom & Thurman
Insurance & Real Estate
Cc:iv,
'Square
Hervey, Kentucky

Soc thsde

753-4451

COZY IS cute but big is
better.. Sit on your
screened-in porch and
watch the boats go
in
your
by. Work
workshop - then enjoy
your own bar room - All
under the spreading
shade trees. Loretta
Jobs Realtors 753-1492.

BY OWNER on Circarama Drive. "3 BR,
living room and dining
area combined, kitchen
and den combined,
appliances and curtains
with house, patio with
grill, large established
lawn, built-in garage.
Call 753-073.
FOR SALE - Ideal
wooded building site
consisting of 3.18 acres
and located in Graves
County 9 miles Southwest of Mayfield at
intersection of Hwy 45
This is a
and Bell,t
of property
choir
very
riced
an &.:n
reasonable at $5500, and
owner will finance.
KOPPERUD
Phone
REALTY, 753-1222 for
more information.

IDEAL. SMALL
investment-509 N. 6th
Street. 3 BR home
presently rented for $150
per month. Large lot
with fenced back yard.
and garden spot. Low,
low price of $14,000.
Nelson Shroat Realtors,
Uncle Jeff's Shopping
• Center, 759-1707.

•

•Dresden, TN., 2 BR home, NE of
Dresden off Hwy.e.
*Cuba, KY two and three BR home,
South of Cuba located on Howard Canter.
Road.
*New Concord,KY.,2 BR home. •
Owner will finance easy terms low
down payment or will coincler
reasonable cash offer.
For information contact or call collect.,

1

Guy Spann Realty

JOE HARTLEY,
(502)441-7368

Your key People
IN IlleM Estate

753 7724
101 Sycamore
Wormy. Cr

MOODY

04

-snlowla

HOMER
MILLER I
MURRAY

MILLIONAIRS need not
call.. fantastic value is
the only way to describe
this 3 BR double wide
mobile home on 2 acres
in Kirksey area. Sell
with or without furniture
or will consider trade on
property in town. Call
Loretta Jobs Realtors at
753-1492 or 753-2249.

'3 lOts totaling 197' frontage, 200' deep-half
grass, half wooded.
septic system installed. Only $3,000-.
Call 753-8080 for additional information.
Boyd-Majors-• Real
Estate, 105 N. 12th.

BOYD

LJ

lures corner St Central aas
heat, colossi air, horikereed
floors throughout, nraaboas,
island kitchen with doable

ovens.. 3 COf ;garage. All motside trim is aluminum, mainJamonce free home 60's

Tired of noisy neighbors? Want to find a
place to get away from
it all? Then let us show
you this recently built
frame
home
on
Whiskey Ridge. It sits
on a one acre lot and
has 2 BR's, 1 bath and
a half- basement. It
AM:- -features
a
Franklin fireplace to
add to the rustic atmosphere. If you have
a VA eligibility or Farmer Home Commitment, give us a
call. This home should
qualify. Asking $21,500
bot will consider any
reasonable offer.

3 102, 2 bath, brick located Is
Westwood soli rewind air
end control ass hear. Nu
over 2000 sq ft. mini roof.
Kitchen•fasnilv combination,
good livable floor plan. Priced

Ron Talent-153-9894
James Herndon-159-11114
Cynthia Gamble-759-1396
Linda McKinney-753-8561

-it

- JAMES R
CASH
AUCTIONEER

JAMES
MAJORS

BRICK HOME plus income property. Move
into this beautiful honie
and pay mortgage with
present additional income of $450 per mo.
This home has 3
bedrooms, l'2 baths,
formal living and dining
room, birch cabinets,
built-in oven and range,
central air, natural gas
heat. Income property is
ifurnished and fully
rented for fall semester.
Located near University. Phone 436-5479.

I THE NELSON SNROAT
CO. REALTORS
759-1707
thick uns Sees*,Cuter

•st Popisr•Rentur

QUALI
'
ZALTY
COO

•

SELL YOUR FARM
KOPPERUD
through
REALTY, 711 Main. We
have had many inquires
regarding all types of
farm land and acreage
tracts. If you have a
farm or acreage tract to
sell, contact us at 7531222. Also if you have
been wanting to purchase acreage, contact
us for an update on
properties listed for sale
in Calloway County. We
KOPPERUD
at
REALTY provide a
complete range of Real
Estate Service. Phone
us today.

'sow,

in Business'
Since 1956'
753-5646

LAND SALE
PUBLIC AUCTION
Saturday, July 29, 1978, 2:00 P. M.
The sale,tO settle an estateeiwill be held at the
farm of the late W. Hartle Williams, 1 mile west
of Lynn Grove, Ky. Highway 94. Turn South at
Williams Chapel Church of Christ.
The following tracts will be sold:
TRACT 1
10 Acres (more or less) north on highway 94
across from Williams Chapel Church of Christ.
TRACT 2
1 acre $ more or less) east on old WadesboroRd. south Of highway 94, across from the
Williams home site.
TRACT 3
14 acres (more or less) on highway 893 bet- weer' Lynn Grove and Harris Grove.,
TRACT 4
/
2 acres (mote or less) south of highway 94.
561
This tract is improved with a frame residence,
stack barn, 2 tobacco barns and other outbuildings. The house will be open for -inspection
at I:00 p. m.on the day of the sale.
TERMS: 20 Percent down an sole day, balance duo
--upon delivery of deed in approximately 30 days.

_

"Professional Services
With The Friendly Touch'.
CHOICE
TWO
LOTS
LAKEVIEW
FOR THE,PRICE OF
ONE. Call us today
about these two good
lakeview lots on
Lakeshore Drive in
Pine Bluff Shores
Priced at only $3,350.
Real
Boyd-Majors
Estate, 105 N. 12th.

South 1
TELEPI
44. lots

,TWO
lost on
382-242$

BEAU'
SHAPE
Estate
front, I
deep. C
3 p.m.

Waldrop Realty •

527-1488ru- 7519625

BOYD-MAJORSm
REAL ESTATE'.
753-8080_

JohnSmith,Realtor
Call

43.Real Estate

43. Rea

PRICE REDUCED $.5000
on this 70 acre farm with
35 tendable acres.
Owner moved out of
state and wants to sell!
. Priced now at $30,000.
- Don't delay on this
bargin. Act now -by
phoning KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222.

g n in,

Of /HOME S

753-7411
(Anytime!)
or call

rnIwll.

FOR SALE by owner, 4
:BR 21 2 bath, central gas
heat and central electric
air, carpet throughout,
fireplace, 2 car garage,
15 x 20 BV building in
back with heat, carpeted
upstaris, front walk,
patio, porch is tiled,
has basketball goal,
beautifully landscaped
and
professionally
decorated. Lot on each
side of house both 100 x
, 150 that can be bought if
interested. Call 753-1772
'oe 7534751.

Oohs Estates-3
2 bath home on Cites

Professional Ser.i•e
With The rflendl!. Touch'

NMI
NI

SPLIT LEVEL, this
spacious 8 room split
level has in its 4000 sq.
ft. 4 BR, 2 bath, large
recreation room LH.
kitchen, and utility
room. It has central heat
carpet
air,
and
throughout and its own
private well. Only a
stones throw from
Croppie Hollow, 10 miles
SE of Murray on Hwy
280 just off Hwy. 121.
This is your opportunity
to get a steal without
going to
Shelton Real Estate and
Auction C.0-, 718--4eris
Road, Mayfield, KY
42066. 247-1385. '

SPECIAL REDUCED, 2
BR mobile home with
gas heat, window air
conditioner, built-in
range on 100 x 125 lot, 1
mile east of Murray.
Wilson Insurance and
Real Estate, 753-3263.

Just listed-

Pm BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
753-8080

-

AURA
MOODY
MURRAY

A

A REM

COMMERCIAL PROPERTY for sale. Located
on South 12th Street.
for
location
Ideal
restaurant,or any retail
business. This is a 137' x
183' lot, prime business
location. Phone KOPPERUD' REALTY, 7531222 for more information.
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46 Ho

BRICK I
come
into thli
and pa3
present
come o
This
bedrooi
formal 1
room t
built-in
central
heat. Ii
is furni
rented f
Located
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FOR SA
new on
bedrooi
in clost
garage
room,
and et
hall, Ii
-den wi
firepla
'area, I+
washe
built-in
food c•
cabinet
with
central
with
landsci
School
Place,
7906.

Hilton Williams, Exec.

4

WARRBI
SHROPSHIRE
MURRAY

ARBARA
ERWIN
MURRAY

B.B.
HOOKS

MURRAY

BOYDollAJORS REAL ESTATE
Professional Services With The Friendly Touch

•
LARRY
KNIGHT

airaalow COLEMAN

• ONDELL
WILSON

IL

REDUCED! SPECIAL! Beat Inflation-by living in one side of this newly
redecorated duplex-let the other side make your payments. Within walking
distance of town. You'll be pleased with this newly reduced price.. $21,250.

DELLA
BOAZ,

NEDRA lila
NtilL

a ss•
1 I10 W

4/

ane
Ann
Nall

I

MOVE ONE MORE TIME-TO YOUR NEW
HOME...306 Broach, near University, 3
bedroom, 11
/
2 bath B. V., newly decorated, electric heat, wall-to-wall carpeting. Washer, dryer,
draperies, T.V. antenna included.. only $29,900.

BARGAIN.. OWNER SAYS SELL. This home
has been REDUCED to $18,900. All the room you
need in this recently, modernized 4 bedroom
home. Aluminum siding, entry hall, large living
room,dining room, ample closet space. Situated
on I acre. Ideal for gardening.

THIS ONE HAS IT ALL! 3 bedroom, 2/
1
2 bath,
living room, dining room, kitchen with eating
bar, built-in desk, double drive, refrigerator,
self-cleaning oven, extra cabinets, family room,
SOMETHING SPECIAL IN COUNTRY LIVING.
with gas log fireplace, redwood deck, located on This 4
bedroofn home has it all. Aluminum.
large corner tot. Call us-see it you'll love it.
siding, 2 acres spacious rooms for living comfort. Newly reflecorated. Extra Insulation t4beat
the siiinther
-

}fray

-.....••••••••••••••46.

7Nrad"...
-1
.117
.

p'.,'

Mayfield
Wingo

BOYD MAJORS!
REAL ESTATE
753-8080
N. 12th St.

Barbara Erwin 153-1131
Audra Moody 153-9038
IL IL Nook 713-2381

GRAB THAT PHONE THIS INSTANT!! Calling
us about this house may be the wisest call you
ever made. 4 miles out off Hwy. 94 West, 3
bedroom, full open basement, central heat and
air. Two nice baths, garage, B. V. on 1' acres.
Priced to sell $35,000

REDUCED' TRY AND TOP THIS! Country
home surrounded by stately trees and attractive
lands( aping bedroofyy
V., 11
/
2 baths, formal

REDUCED! LAKE LIVING AT ITS BEST! This
just reduced B. V. is fine for the family desiring a
wooded location with 224' of lake frontage.
Living room, dining room, kitchen, 2 baths. Central electric heat and air, fireplace, plus all the
extras. Stop looking this is it.

CAMEIDT-CONTEMPORARY-(1-1ARMER.
411-level home with ri filthei has it all.
Spaciousnm'
lace with
no ,energy
4ImmellmenYrrlirealtrArSom.-marolrIttiMare octatnerm
in--living room, 4Ign adjoining kitchen. 'servation,..3 bedroom,2'2, bath, with centrapeteeBreezeway, 2 car att garage. On 11
/
2 acres. 3 tric heat and air conditioning, 2 electric heat
minutes to shopping REDUCED TO ONLY
pumps,plush carpeting,stepsayer kitchen-,large
$45,900.
--dining room. Double garage. Ask to see this soon.

ii$-7

SERVING THE ENTIRE PURCHASE AREA,
Murray- 163-8080

r BELINDA
GREEN

LEISURE LAKE LIVING.. Spacious glaised-in
second-story family room offers panoramic view
of Jake and surrounding area. This lake-view cottage at Panorama Shores also has 2 bedrooms, 1
bath, living room, fireplace, kitchen and double
garage and large separate storage area. Comfortable Lake living And Redoced to Only
$29,900.

U.
II

•

ONLY 1 YEAR OLD. .3 bedroom B. V., 2/
1
2
baths, greatroom, kitchen, fireplace with heat-olator. Heat pump, patio, 2 car garage. Located
Beridefield Subdivision. Priced right in mid 40's
_

Warren Shropshire 1.53-8211
Reuben Moody 753-9036
Nervier Miller 753-7519

SCOREBURI
Listing
25 Sales
59 Listings
11 Salesmen

II

•
•
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•

44 lots For Sale

46. Homes For Sale

47 Motorcycles

BY OWNER, 4 large
bedrooms, 2 baths,
with
kitchen-den
fireplace, central air,
gas heat, quiet area with
shade, patio with gas
grill. Over 2000 feet
living area and large
garage. In Bagwell
Manor,call 753-9602.

FOR SALE Honda 450,
good condition, 753-2467
after 5 p.rn.
'71 HONDA 450 CC, very
clean, $625. Call 759-1161
or 767-4386.
1967 SUZUKI 200 CC,
excellent condition, best
offer, 489-2773 after 5
p.m.

HOME FOR SALE by
owner; 641 N, 4 miles
48 Automotive Service
from Murray. 3 BR
TRUCK
TIRE Sale frame, kitchen-dining
Hiway tread, 700x15", 6
BEAUTIFUL
combination, large
PIE
SHAPED lot in Oaks
utiltiy room, brick patio, . ply, $27.57 plus $2.85
FET, 750x16", 8 ply,
Estate subdivision, 195
and storage area. 2'2
$35.39 plus $3.59 FET.
front, 197 on back, 225
acres with barn and
Wallin
Hardware,
deep. Call 753-2636 after
pond. Curtains, dishParis.
3 p.m.
washer, disposal,
47, 1978 United Feaiure Synd,cate inc
refrigerator, and range
EDELBROCK TORKER
included.
Completely
Manifold for any small 1 Le'Ou THINk YOU HAVE TROUBLES,
46 Homes for Sale
carpeted. 759-4588 or 753block Chevrolet. Also PROFESSOR. I HAVE TWO COEDS
7637.
550 Holley carburetor
00T13ALL
BRICK HOME plus inand chrome air cleaner. TRYING OUT VCR THE F
BY OWNER -1600
come property. Move
SQUAD THIS FALL
Call 7534487 after 5 p.m.
into this beautiful home
Keenland, Pt story 3
49. Used Cars & Trucks
BR, special features' FOR TIRES, in-the-field
and pay mortgage with
49. Used Cars & Trucks
farm tire service, truck
include formal dining
present additional in-room, family room with
tire service, front end
come of $450 per mo.
1973 BROWN Capri, 1965)
CHEVY pickup, 283
alignment, brakes,
decorative fire place,
This home has 3
70,500 miles. 753-2349.
cu. in., standard shift,
shocks, tune-ups, acstudy, game room,
bedrooms, 1'2 baths,
good condition. Call 759sewing area, patio and
cessories, and prompt
formal living and dining
1974 OLDSMOBILE Delta
1941 after 4 p.m. or can
service, phone Addeck overlooking large
room birch cabinets,
88 Royal, burgundy on
be seen at Frank's
vanced, Inc., 759-4788.
shaded yard, double
built-in oven and range,
burgundy with white
Garage on 4th street.
garage. 753-7295.
central air, natural gas
09. Used Cars & Trucks
top. Has power and air,
heat. Income property
extra clean car with 197'7 DODGE Charger,
is furnished and fully
HOUSE, 1500 Canterbury, FOR SALE,' 1940 Fleet45,000 miles, $2450. Call
black metallic white
wood Cadillac, A-1
central gas heat and air,
rented for fall semester.
492-8102 after 4:00 p.m.
stripes, full power and
condition. Call 753-3613. •
Located near Univerattached garage, double
all extras. -7534891.
wide drive, patio,
sity. Phone 436-5479.
1974 PINTO, automatic,
1973 DATSUN 610 wagon,
$59,200. Call 753-9710.
•
radial tires, $1075. 489- 1950 FORD Club Coup for
factory air, AM with
FOR SALE BY OWNER,
2595.
sale. Also restored 1962
new on market brick, 3 FOR SALE BY OWNER,
tape, low mileage. Call
Nash convertible. Phone
753-0011
bedroom carpeted, walk
5.
after
3 BR brick home with 2
1970 MAVERICK, 759753-1271.
" in closets, 2 baths, 2 car
baths, formal living
1112, or 753-3672.
garage with a storage
VALIANT,
1968
room, large eat-in
1973 VEGA 4 speed, GT
room, central gas heat
automatic transmission,
kitchen, and den. In
series, needs engine
FOUR
WHEEL
DRIVE
electric
entry
air,
and
power steering, runs
good location. Call for
work, $250 or best offer.
Datsun
King_
Cab.
Call
hall, living room, large
great, $225. Call 767appointment at 759-1683.
Call
759-4804 after 6 p.m.
328-8649
after-5
p.m.
-den with wood burning
6252.
fireplace, and dining THREE ROOM furnished
PLYMOUTH 1973 PLYMOUTH' Duster, 1969 OLDSMOBILE, 2
1965
Area, kitchen with dishhouse, 10 miles east of
door, hardtop, $325 can
factory air, excellent
washer and disposal,
Valiant, straight shift,.
Murray, $2500. 442-8670.
be seen at 502 N. 5th or
condition,
$450.
Call
753built-in stove with hood,
new tires, dependab1e,
call 753-7638.
47 Motorcycles
food center and many.
cheap transportation.- 2636.
1972 YAMAHA, 125 Encabinets, utility room
Can be seen at 506 S. 6th.
1966 CHEVROLET Im- 1959 GMC pickup, perfect
duro, 2500 miles, exwith built-in cabinets,
conditipii4.50. or hest
Monaco
DODGE
pala, Call 767-4474.
1976
cellent
condition.
central _vacuum, patio
$300 or
offer. Also 19" B-W
wagon,
35,000
station
best offer. 753-7870.
with grill, intercom,
portable TV and stand,
$3475.
miles,
car,
local
FORD
1971
Maverick,
landscaped, near high
good condition, $50.
Call Taylor Motors, 753radio, automatic, exSchool, 804 Minerva FOR SALE, 1973 Honda
Days 759-4515 and
1372.
cellent icondition, $995.
350 SL, cheap. 753-3707
Place, 753-0196 or 753nights, 759-1811.
753-7853.
or 767-3814.
7906.
•
1974 CUTLESS Salon,
1966 VOLVO for sale for
loaded with extras, low BY OWNER, 1972 Impala
parts,$100. Call 753-5058.
mileage, 753-9951 after 5 Chevrolet, Sears radial
p.m.
tires, power and air,
1975 BUICK LA SABRE
good condition. Call 753custom AM-FM stereo
1970 PORSCHE 914, 4 4684 after 5 p.m.
and tape, tilt wheel,
targa top, moon roof,
factory rnags, $3200.
$1650. Day 759-1161, 1975 AUDI 100 IS, fully
\
Call 753-6711 after 3 p.m.
night 753-2738.
equipped, very sharp,
JULY Is.
call 753-761'
good mileage, priced
1971 DATSUN 510 wagon. reasonable. 628-3527.
COUNTRY HAM
FORD customized van.
Red with black interior,
MONTH
Has 8 track stereo, C.B.,
automatic transmission. NEW 1977 International
AM -FM
radio,
Air conditioned, one 4x4 Scout SS2, 4 cyl., 4
CO. HAM DINNER,. _complete $125
•
television
speakers
speed,
owner,
45,000
oversized
tires.
miles,
cornbread
& *hate beans!
, with
(Reg.$3.95)
SPECIAL
front and rear, couch$1275. Call 753-4599 or Located at Trucks;
CO. HAM BREAKFAST . . . complete with
bed, ice box, sink, portaTrailers-Buses, Inc..
753-1351.
:Homemade biscuits and red-eye gravy!
potti, carpeted, air
Hwy. 641 S or call 753$725
conditioned.
Call 7531372,.
SPECIAL
1970 IMPALA, 350 2
(Reg.$2.95)
0476.
ISPECIALS GO'AU. DAY_EVERYDAY IN JULY
barrel, 15-16 miles per
1974 BLACK Monte Carlo,
50 Campers
gallon, good gas milage.
THE BOSTON TEA PART
loaded, $3200. Call
Excellent Mechanical
FOR SALE overcab
7532691.
US 641 Northcondition. $650 435-4165
camper for long wheel
Murray, Ky.
1975 -VOLVO 164 E, exafter 5:30.
base pick-up. Comcellent condition. 1973
pletely
self-contained
6 AM TH. 10 P1111-MONITAI TITRE TvifunsoAl
1974 DATSON 710 coupe,
TR 6, excellent concan be seen at House of
6 AM TM MIDNIIIHT-FRIDA1 ANDSATURDAY
very clean, one owner.
dition. Call 753-0799
•
7 AM TIT. MINN ON SUNDAY
Willow, 4 miles east on
Needs minor body work,
days, and 753-2317
Hwy. 94. Phone 436-2437
$1200. Call 7534059.
nights.
after 8 p.m
, TWO WATERFRONT
lost on Kentucky Lake.
382-2429.

glte tWoaan
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STARCRAFT
1974
Starmaster 8, excellent
condition. Call 345-2028,
Mayfield.

ELECLICENSED
TRICIAN _prompt efficient service. No job
too small. Call Ernest
White, 7534605.

1974 FORD mini-motor
home, excellent condition. Day, 759-1161;
night, 753-2738.

AIR CONDITIONING
sales and service, R. C.
Evans,474-2748.

1972 STARCRAFT I DO PAINTING of all
kinds, call day or night
Steraaaster 6, pop-up
437-4152.
camper, electricor gas
refrigerator, has
awning, excellent BEAUTIFY your home
condition. Call 436-2489. with lightweight easy-toinstall Eldorado Stone.
SEE THE NATIONS No. I No costly footings or
travel trailer Prowler, foundations. 100 percent
available in 27 different fireproof
masonary
floor plans. Arrowhead
product. Less than the
Camper Sales, Hwy 80 cost of natural stone.
E, Mayfield, 247-8187. Use for interior or exterior. An excellent do197b 25' STARCRAFT it-yourself project or we
travel trailer, bunk bed
will install. Buy direct
style 8, complete with
from
our factoryhitch and awning. 753Timber-Lodge Stone and
7728.
N.
Fireplace, 706
Market Street, Paris,
17' TRAVEL trailer
Term. 38242. Phone 901loaded must sell, $250,.
642-1328.
753-0111.
AUTHORIZED
ELECTROLUX Sales and
1974 VENTURA 1080
Service in Paducah, 107
sleeps 8, stove, ice box,
Jefferson. Phone 443and sink, $1300. 753-2668.
6469. In Murray call
WHITES CAMPER
Tony Montgomery 753SALES your starcraft
6469.
dealer. You've got a
good thing going with CARPET CLEANING at
St:arc-raft. Compete line - reasonable rates.
Prompt and efficient.
travel trailers, pop ups,
Custom Carpet Care,
parts and accessories.
753-1335.
Toppers and
used
campers. East 94 HighFENCE SALES at Sears
way, 4 miles from
now. Call Sears 753-2310
Murray. Call 753-0605.
for free estimates. .for
your needs.
51. Services Offered
WATER WELLS. Smith
Drilling Co., 24 in. wells.
Call 1-527-1836 after 5
p.m.
COMMERCIAL
AND
residential backhoe and
trenching work and
hauling. Call collect 4374756.
FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-5348.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN and gas installation
will
do
plumbing, heating,
sewer cleaning. Call 753.7203.
FOR SALE, Essex soy
bean seed. 489-2602..
MOBILE HOME ANCHORS, underpinning
awnings, carports and
roofs sealed. Call Jack
Glover 753-1873 after 5
p.m. or weekends.
DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard
or land cleared-of
stumps? We can remove
stumps up td 24"
beneath ground. Leaves
only sawdust and chips
Call for free Estimate,
Steve Shaw, 753-9490 or
Bob Kemp, 435-4343.

PAINTING INTERIOR,
exterior. Also dry wall
finishing. 10 years experience. Call 436-2563,
Ralph Worley.

51. Services Offered

51 Services Offered

COLLEGE STUDENT-' BUSHOGGING and
needs job, will do baby
discing. Call 753-1261.
sitting, house cleaning,
ROOFING, excellent
mow lawns. Call Kathy
references. Call 753-1486
at 753-0749.
between 7 and 3:30, ask
for Shelley.
SMALL DOZER.Ideal for
leveling or spreading,
CARPENTERS
753-0129 or 753-7370.
AVAILABLE to do
small jobs. Satisfaction
SPRAY PAINTING of all
guaranteed, 753-6471
kinds. Metal roofs,
after 4 p.m.
barns, farms and
homes. Call Ralph
ANY KIND of haulinglft
Worley, 436-2563.
city or County. Call 7591247 or 753-9685.
DRIVEWAY WHITE
rocked and graded, ripB & J HYDRAULICS.
rap delivered and
Service calls or in-shop
placed, decorated rock,
repair
of hydraulic
all kinds, masonry sand,
parts, jack rebuilding,
free estimates. Call
prices starting at $17.50
Clifford Garrison, 753Hwy. 1346 off 94 East.
5429 after 4 p.m.
Call 436-2788.
HOUSE FRAMING,$1.15
per square foot. 437-4338.
SOLAR
ENERGY
headquarters,
residential, corn•
mercial, and industrial.
Also dealers-for Volcano
II, the most efficient
wood
burner
in
America. Solar King of
Mayfield, 247-1253, 607
W. Broadway.
ALL TYPES backhoe and
septic tank work. Field
tile lines installed, 28
experience.
years
Licensed through Health
Department. Call Rex
Camp, 753-5933.
PIANO TUNING and
repair. Call Joe Jackson
after 5 p.m. 753-7149.

CHIMNEY CLEANING,
bird screens installed,
minor repair work by
Cliff Heegel, magic Hat
Chimney Sweeps. Call
7594878.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A. Paducah,
Ky. 42001. Phone day
or night 442-7026.

54. Free Column
FREE TWO CUTE
female part Beagle
puppies, Call 753-8234 or
come by 1207'Kirkwood.
FREE KM'ENS, call
436-5502.

FREE
20 MILE
DELIVERY
753-0984

NEED TREES CUT?
Landolt Tree Service.
Call George Landolt,
753-8170..
INSULATION
BLOWN
IN by Sears save . on
these high heat and
cooling bills. Call Sears
753-2310
for
free
estimates.
GUTTERING BY SEARS
Sears continuous gutter
installed per your
specifications.
Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimates.
MITCHELL BLACKsealing,
TOPPING
patching striping. For
free estimates call 7531537.

QUALITY SERVICE
Company Inc. Air conditiori sales and service. Modern sheet
metal
department.
•Larry
Wisehart,
President. Phone 7539290.

Moored and ready. Up to 12 71. Also born style, offices, cottages
mobile home ad ons, and patios, or U-BUILD, pre-cut completely oempdy
to assemble up to 21 x 60. Buy the best for less.

CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS

AUCTION SALE
Saturday, July 22, 10 A.M.
Rain or Shine
At the late Brown and Birdie Ross home place, 1 mile
northwest of Kirksey, KY.
Will sell a house of furniture, appliances, antiques, electric stove, small appliances,living room
suite, odd chairs and rockers, 6 oak dining chairs,
bedroom suite, flat and round top trucks, center anti
end tables, spool leg tables, pictures ene'. frame",
library table, dressers and chests, TV, heaters,
fens, lawn furniture, porch swing, 2 air copditioners, quilt box filled with fancy'old quilts, platform scales, dishes, cooking utensils, lamps,
magazine racks, lots of trinkets, outbuilding' of
collector items,lots more goodies.
For Information Call:

Chester and Miller
Auctioneers
435-4128 or 435-4144

S
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OPEN
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At Beautiful
Cedarling Hills
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Sunday July 23rd 1-5
We have 3 lovely homes for viewing. Two are "Spanking" new western cedar.
All have large decks these are beautiful rustic homes with all the modern conveniences. All have 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, carpet, fiteplaces in family room,
lovely kitchen with built-ins, central heat and air. One home is stone and!
cypress and is extra large with many luxurious features. Surely one of these.
may be just what your heart desires
Take Hwy 94 East to 280, go 9 miles on 780 to the Open House sigs
sli
at Cedarng Hil_ls

B. V., Piz
e with heat-oage. Located
t in mid 40's.
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WASHINGTON (AP) —
Acting on a request from Sen.
Walter Dee Huddleston. D-Ky,
a Senate ,aapropriations
subconunittee has restored
$3.1 million in tobacco
research money to next year's
budget.
These funds, which..provided
more than $700,000 last year to
the University of Kentucky',
were eliminated from the

Mrs. Smith Dies At
Ashley; Stepmother
Of Mrs. Mary Noes
Mrs. Doyle Rose Pittman of
A.Imo Route One died Wednesday at 7:15 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was 69 years of
age and her death followed an
extended illness.
The deceased was a retired
employee of the Goodyear
"fire Company, Jackson,
Mich., and was a member of
the Church of God of Prophecy
at Jackson, Mich. Born Feb.
14, 1909, in Marshall County.
she was the daughter of the
late James Floyd Rose and
(Nuke Parker Rose.
Mrs. Pittman is survived by
one -daughter Mrs. Callie
i Rosa M. Sinter. Jackson,
Mich., two sister.Mrs. Flora
Mae Brittian, Murray, Mrs.
Laura Wills, Benton; two
brothers. Charlie Rose, Hazel
Route Two, and Robert Rose,
Mayfield Route Two; four
grandchildren; seven great
grandchildren.

William Earl Frantz. father
of Mrs. Margaret Frantz
Jones of 504 Beale Street.
Murray. died Sunday morning
at the Central Baptist Home,
Notridge, Ill. Hewes 89 years
of . age and a retired
missionary from China.
His wife, Mrs. Alice
Wakesrnan Frantz, died in
October 1970.
He is survived by two
daughters, Mrs. Jones,
registered nurse, formerly at
Westview Nursing Home and
future nurse for the new wing
of the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital when it opens
in the fall, and Mrs. Henry
Hartmann,
(Eleanor )
Evanston, M.; seven grandchildren, Philip and Monroe
Jones. Murray, David Jones
with the U. S. Navy at San
Diego, Calif., Gordon Jones,
.Keith Jones, and Mrs.- Susan
Jones Mills, all of Warren,
Mich.. and David Hartmann,
Evanston, Ill.; three great
grandchildren; two step great
grandchildren.
Memorial services were
held Tuesday at four p.m. at
the Central ) Baptist Home.
Norridge,

The funeral will be held
Friday at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
William T. Pritchett officiating. Burial will follow in
Until the -1960s, some 90 perthe Mt Olive Cemetery.
cent of the fish caught in what
are riqw U.S. waters of the At, Friends may call_ at the lantic Ocean were taken by
funeral home after five p.m. American fishermen, but by the
1970s their share had dropped
• today 4Thursday).
to about 45 percent.
WEEKEND SPECRILS - WEEKEND

1.2

__Co.

Mrs. Francss (Ems L )
Smith. age 71, of Ashley, Ind.,
stepmother of Mrs. Harold
(Maryl Fones of 509 Beale
was
Murray,
Sleet,
pronounctd dead on arrival at
the Cameron Memorial
Hospital. Angola. Ind., on
Tuesday. July 4. at 10:10 p.m.
her
Survivors include
husband, Francis Smith,
Ashley, Ind; step daughter,
Mrs. Harold Fones, Murray;
step son, Vearl Smith, Lake
Side, Ohio; four daughters,
Mrs. Robert • Deller, Mrs.
Wilford Miller, and Mrs.
Omar Baum, all of Ashley,
Ind., and Mrs. William Bush,
Pleasant Lake, Ind., several
grandchildren and great
grandchildren.
Funeral services were held
Friday, July 7, at Swank
Sprankle Funeral Home,
Ashley, Inc., with burial in a
cemetery there.

BRO. HENRY HARGIS will
be the speaker at the series
of gospel meetings to be
held at the Friendship Church of Christ starting Sunday,
filly 23, and continuing
through Friday, July 28. Services will begin at 7:30 each
evening, Wayne Clark will
be in charge of the song service. Bro. Hargis is currently
serving as the minister of the
Union Grove Church of
Christ. The public is invited
to attend the services, a
church spokesman

For Parents who are operate the motorized vehicle.
thinking about buying mopeds
A valid driver license for
for their teenagers, the operating an automobile or a
Department of Transportation mOtorcycle or a combination
has released a , word of license ) will automatically
caution: Contrary to general cover operation of the moped,
belief, fourteen-and fifteen- according to driver licensing.
year-olds cannot legally director F. E. Hodges.
Hodges said the "Those who
do not 'already have a valid
operator's license must obtain
a -learner's permit" before
the can legally operate the
motorized bikes which have
become motorcycles. They
wee legalized by the 1978
Kentucky General Assembly,
effective June 17, According to
Kentucky law, learner's
permits are not issued . to
anyone under the age of 16.
thus the moped regulations
forbid moped --Operation by
those under that age.
"There is no special test set.
up for moped operation and
the applicant for a license will
be given the standard written
test and eye examination now
required for issuance of a
learners permit:. Hodges
said.
Beginning drivers operating
under learner's permites, as
well as licensed drivers
between the ages of 16 and 18
must have the signed consent
of parent or guardian and the
same rule applies to the under-18 mo-ped operator.
-The eager young buyer
should not be misledabout the
age requirement and other
licensing criteria," Hodges
said.
Driving without a license
or under age 16 can result in
arrest and conviction of
operators and or guardians,"
Hodges said.

an impact on the health issue.
He also supplied the subcommittee with a letter from
Kentucky Dean Charles
Barnhart.
Barnhart said OM the
tobacco production research
and the . health related
research cannot be separated.
Much of the research at
Kentucky, he said, involves
the genetic and physiological
makeup of tobacco which is
inherent in the efforts to
remove harmful components
of the leaf.

chain'&au
Subcommittee
Thomas Egleton, D-Mo.,
moved „Aka the money be
restored. But Egleton said he
would reserve the right to seek
elimination of that portiOn- of
the money solely related to
production„ if such a distil'.
ctioMcould be made.
The House Appropriations
Committee earlier restored
the tobacco money at the
urging of Rep. William Natcher,13-Kyr.-

COUPON COUPON COUPON COUPON COUPON COUPON

SHADE

in stock with this coupon
Limit one per customer
Offer expires August 5, 1978
ATTEND SALVATION ARMY CAMP—Children from
Calloway County who attended the Salvation Army
Camp at Kettle frog) July 11 to 17 are, left to right, front
row, Kimberly Cocklow,Lori Williams, Michele Hounshell,
Cindy Williams, Back row, Marcus Cavitt, Bernard Cavitt,
Dwain Caldwell, and Alan Davis.

753-0317
1914 Coldwater Rd.
Open Monday through Saturday 10 a.m.-5 p.m.
COUPON COUPON COUPON COUPON COUPON COUPON
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Stick Pies
Bracelets
Necklaces
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• Garrard Professional Full Size
3-Speed Record Changer
• Built-in twin 5" Full Range
Speakers
• Beautiful Simulated Wood
grain finish

NOW FOR ONLY
4 pc. Entertainment

Per

Quaker Oats
Tappan
Texaco
Vial-Mart
Wendys

2241ine..

• Deluxe Garrard
Turntable • 3-Way
Pioneer Speakers•AM/FM
Multi- Plex
receiver
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budget earlier by the U.S.
Department of Agriculture.
Huddleston, who appeared
before the subcommittee
Wednesday, urged that the
money be put back because "it
is directly related to our efforts to produce a safer
cigarette."
Huddleston listed several
research programs carried
out by UK which, he 4aid, have

Drogital Clock Radios
Cassette Tape Recorder
Professional Turntables
Deluxe Speakers
Beautifully Styled Consoles
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